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This -vvork presents some aspects of renomiaUzation group studies m the

Standard Model and its minimal supersymmetric extension with an eye toward

their application to grand unined predictions. We give an overview of the

Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) and grand unified models

to highlight relevant issues.

We next present a comprehensive analysis of the running of all the cou-

plings of the Standard Model to two loops, including thresholds effects. The

purpose is twofold-to determine what the running of these parameters may in-

dicate for the physics of the Standard Model and to provide a template for the

stud^-' of its extensions up to Planck mass. We discuss in detail the subject of

e.xtracti-g initial data on Standard Model parameters and numerical methods

applied in the analysis. This material is meant to be a complete toolkit for any

renormalization group study including the Standard Model in the low energy

regime.

We then apply these tools to run all the couplings of the MSSM, taking

full account of the Yukawa sector. We note the successful uniScation of gauge

couplings in this model given the best data available. After identifying the scale
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model of the strong and electroweak interactions has so far

successfully met all experimental challenges. The situation may soon change

if the proper resolution of the solar neutrino problem [1] calls for the existence

of massive neutrinos [2]. Other unresolved problems are theoretical in nature.

There is no explanation of the mass spectrum, the replication of fermion fam-

ilies or the chiral structure of the Standard Model. Nor is there an adequate

explanation of the smallness of strong CP violation or the hierarchy of scales

between the electroweak scale and Planck mass. Some of these aesthetic prob-

lems find partial resolution, when the gauge group of the Standard Model is

imbedded in some larger symmetry group. Certain relations between param-

eters of the theory arise from the higher symmetry and can be extrapolated

to lower energies by means of the renormalization group (RG). Thus, one ap-

proach to seeking structure beyond the Standard Model is to build such models

and attempt to deduce low energy measurable predictions which can test their

viabiHty. This has led to the early grand unified theories (GUTs) [3,4,5,6].

A second approach [7] is to use the renormalization group to extrapolate the

Standard Model parameters to the unexplored scales. The purpose is to find if

those parameters satisfy interesting relations at shorter distances. When used

in conjunction with the former approach, this can give powerful hints of the

physics expected at shorter scales. Of course, it all depends on having accurate

data to input as initial conditions for the renormalization group equations, as

well as a strong theoretical basis for the evolution equations themselves. The

minimal SU(5) GUT is the prototype for such analyses [8]. There, properties
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of the model at energies of order 10^^ GeV are translated with the aid of the

renormalization group to a prediction for proton decay that is not consistent

with experiment. Data on the coupling constants is now sufficiently precise to

rule out most simple GUTs, including SU(5), because of the absence of unifi-

cation of the running coupHngs (GUT triangle) [9,10,11]. The same analysis

has recently improved the feasibility of the supersymmetric (SUSY) exten-

sions of these GUTs [9,10,11,12,13]. More recently, constraints coming from

Yukawa coupling unification in supersymmetric SU(5) and SO(IO) models have

led to bounds on the mass of the top quark [14,15,16]. Renormalization group

methods axe of enduring practical importance in the attempts of high energy

physicists to glean indications of more fundamental theories from radiative

corrections.

The purpose of this work is twofold. We first attempt to give a compre-

hensive guide to the renormalization group techniques necessary to study the

Standard Model and its extensions (see also ref. 17). In particular we empha-

size the importance of threshold corrections in renormalization group analyses.

Such corrections, incorporating information about as yet unseen heavy mass

spectra, are becoming increasingly important as parameters of the Standard

Model become more precisely known. The possibiHty of probing for such spec-

tra in the deep ultraviolet through the use of the renormalization group is an

exciting propect. We discuss some threshold effects not previously described

in the literature.

Second, we apply these techniques to the minimal supersymmetric exten-

sion of the Standard Model (MSSM) in the context of SU(5) grand unified pre-

dictions. We find significant theoretical bounds on the mass of the top quark

in order to maintain gauge coupling and Yukawa unification in this model. The
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bounds are such that the model considered can be ruled out if a top quark neax

its present experimental lower bound is discovered. We view these results as a

success of our approach.

An outline of this work follows. We present an overview of supersymmetry

and the MSSM in Chapter 2. The hierarchy problem is discussed as a primary

motivation for supersymmetry. A brief introduction to the superfield formalism

is given to establish our notational conventions. We then discuss the particle

content of the MSSM and consider mechanisms for supersymmetry breaking.

Finally we present the form of the scalar potential when soft symmetry breaking

effects from a supergravity theory are included.

Chapter 3 gives a short review of grand unified theories and their supersym-

metric extensions. Similarities and differences in their predictions are pointed

out, especially with regard to proton decay. The difference in renormalization

behaviors due to the presence of superpartner fields in the supersymmetric

case is discussed, translating to very different comparisons with experiment.

We find that a minimal SU(5) GUT is ruled out experimentally while its su-

persymmetric extension has dramatic agreement with available data.

An introduction to renormalization and scheme dependence is presented in

Chapter 4. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 provide a toolkit for renormalization group

studies involving the Standard Model as a low energy theory. A review of initial

data extraction from experiments is presented in Chapter 5. Many excellent

reviews may be found in the literature, e.g., Marciano's [18] or Peccei's [19].

We identify the values of the various parameters at the different scales where

they are most accurately known. The determination of the gauge couplings is

discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Initial data extraction of the Yukawas and

the CKM angles is discussed in Section 5.3.
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The extraction of the quark masses from data is briefly discussed in Section

5.4. In the low energy regime, we consider it necessary to include the pure QCD

three-loop contribution to our analysis of the running of the quark masses.

Initial data for lepton masses follows in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we consider

the extraction of and constraints on the physical top and Higgs masses. We

address the scale dependence of the renormalized scalar vacuum expectation

value in Section 5.7.

In Chapter 6, we discuss how threshold effects are incorporated into our

analysis. It is well known that in the context of GUTs the effects of particle

thresholds are of great importance in analyzing their low energy predictions

[20-21], such as decreasing the naive estimate of the proton hfetime [20]. For

completeness we present a detailed analysis of threshold effects in the Standard

Model where these effects are numerically less important; the two-loop effects

dominate the effects of the electroweak threshold. This work is of theoretical

interest because the same methods are applicable to other models. We include

threshold effects in the running fermion masses, an analysis absent from the

present literature.

Chapter 7 briefly describes the numerical methods used to solve the compli-

cated coupled two loop ^ functions with threshold matching functions apphed

at the one loop level. A quantitative analysis of our results for the case of

the Standard Model makes up Chapter 8. We contrast the effects of using

one-loop versus two-loop ^ functions and of including a proper versus a naive

treatment of thresholds. We include plots of all the running parameters over

the entire range of mass scales and also use these plots to display the effects dis-

cussed. Furthermore we present some tables with actual numerical differences

associated with these effects.



In Chapter 9 we describe the appHcation of our methods to the MSSM.

We restrict our attention to testing supersymmetric SU(5) (SUSY-SU(5)) pre-

dictions for gauge and Yukawa coupHng unification and what they indicate for

Standard Model parameters. We find bounds on the mass of the top quark and

the Higgs scalar in a minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model

(MSSM) with minimal Higgs structure imbedded in SU(5). These bounds will

be subject to direct experimental tests in the next few years.



CHAPTER 2

SUPERSYMMETRY AND
THE STANDARD MODEL

2.1 Overview and Motivation

Supersymmetry was introduced in the early 70s [22] as a generalization of

the Poincaxe group which connects bosonic to fermionic degrees of freedom.

At the same time such a symmetry was being studied in the context of dual

resonance models [23] and was later applied in a four dimensional field theory

[24]. The generators of the Lie superalgebra include those of the usual Poincare

group as well as spinorial generators obeying a mixture of commutation and

anticommutation relations. The Lie superalgebra for iV = 1 supersymmetry (A^

is essentially the number of sets of spinorial generators) involves the additional

relations: _
{Qa,Q^} =2<rym

[Pm,Qa]=[Pm,Q^]=0 (2.1)

{Qa^Q/s) ={Qa,Q^}=0,

where Q and Q are two component spinors and Pm is the generator of space-

time translations. These relations must be supplemented by generalized Jacobi

identities. Equations (2.1) have many interesting consequences. An immediate

consequence is that the numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom

in any irreducible representation of the superalgebra are equal. Another is that

the Hamiltonian for a supersymmetric theory is positive definite: the ground

state is a state of zero energy.

The perhaps most often cited motivation for supersymmetry is its softening

of ultraviolet divergences in Feynman amplitudes. In grand unified models this

6



enables one to avoid the gauge hierarchy problem [25]. This problem arises in

gauge theories in which there is a large separation of energy scales which is

unstable in the presence of radiative corrections. In GUTs [3,4,5,6,7], gauge

couplings of order g ~ 10~^ create radiative corrections to ratios of the order of

Mew/Mgut ~ 10~^^. In general, without extreme fine-tuning of parameters,

this separation of scales will not be maintained when radiative corrections

are included [25]. The philosophy of this problem is that all extremely small

parameters of a theory, e.g. small ratios of mass scales, must obtain radiative

corrections of the same order or smaller to avoid such fine-tuning. This is

the concept of naturalness and it ensures that the properties of the theory axe

stable against small variations in the fundamental parameters [26]. Ordinary

GUTs are not natural in this sense as Higgs scalar masses for example receive

corrections of the form

= m§ g^A^
, (2.2)

where mg is bare mass and A is some physical cutoff of order Mqut coming

from quadratic divergences in the one loop corrections to the scalar mass. The

scalar mass is thus additively renormalized by a term of order 10^^ GeV which

requires incredible adjustment of the bare mass at every order of perturbation

theory to keep m ~ 100 GeV.

Supersymmetric theories, through cancellations between graphs containing

boson and fermion loops, eliminate such quadratic divergences and cure the

GUT hierarchy problem. This statement must be qualified by the requirement

that the effective supersymmetry breaking scale Msusy not be to much larger

than the electroweak scale, since this would introduce yet another hierarchy

problem.
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2.2 Supersymmetry Generalities-Superfields

Supersymmetric field theories are constructed in terms of irreducible repre-

sentations of the supersymmetry algebra (2.1). In iV = 1 supersymmetry these

representations consist of essentially a pair of boson and fermion fields known as

superpartners with the same mass and internal quantum numbers. Supersym-

metric Yang-Mills gauge theories are constructed with chiral or scalar super-

multiplets of heHcity 0 and 1/2 and vector or gauge supermultiplets of helicity

1/2 and 1. These multiplets can be represented using the well-known super-

field formalism. We present below a few aspects of this formalism intended to

establish some conventions. Readers seeking more information should consult

the literature [27].

Superfields are functions of superspace coordinates z = (x, 9, 9), where 9

and 9 are anticommuting Grassmann variables. The transformations proper-

ties of the component fields of a superfield are obtained by applying elements of

(2.1). Infinitesimal supersymmetry transformations parametrized by a Grass-

mann parameters ^, ( are given by

where $ is a generic superfield and the generators Q can be represented by

S^^x,9,9) = {^Q + ^Q)^ , (2.3)

(2.4)

It is also useful to define the supersymmetric covariant derivatives

Da = d

09°'

(2.5)

39

which anticommute with the Qs.
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For each scalar supermultiplet containing a complex scalar field A{x) and a

Weyl spinor rp{x), we associate a chiral superfield (j> characterized by Da<f> = 0.

Written in terms of y"* = x"* + this means that ^ is independent of 9:

where JF" is an auxiliary field of mass dimension 2 needed to preserve supersym-

metry off-shell. For each vector supermultiplet containing a vector field v"^{x)

and a Majorana spinor field \{x), we associate a vector superfield characterized

d, 6) = -Ba'^evmix) + i66d\{x) - ideB\{x) + \eeedD{x)
, (2.7)

where I? is a dimension 2 auxiliary field and we have written V in the Wess-

Zumino gauge for simplicity.

Supersymmetric Lagrangians are constructed by noting that the highest

dimension field in a superfield tranforms under (2.3) as a total derivative.

Actions constructed from the F or D terms of chiral or vector superfields,

respectively, will be invariant. Imposing the conditions of gauge invariance, the

Lagrangian of the most general renormalizable supersymmetric non-Abelian

gauge theory is £ = + where

<t>{y,e) = Aiy) + v^0(j/)^ + F{y)ee
, (2.6)

by = y, given by

D
(2.8)

and

An< = {>^i4>i + ^mij4>i<f>j + ^gijkMj4>k + h.c.)
,

r

where the gauge covariant chiral spinor superfield Wa is given by

(2.9)

Wa = -\DDe-^Dae^
, (2.10)
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and \(^F,D) projects out F and D terms. Eliminating the F fields from (2.9)

gives

/ cP'P \ I f)p 2

ij ' i

where P, the superpotential, is given by (2.9) before projection over the F

terms and where the derivatives in (2.11) are evaluated with the scalar com-

ponent of <^j. Eliminating D in (2.8) and collecting terms depending only on

the scalar components one obtains the scalar potential

2 , ^1 i2

^(^) = E|ii: +^E|^«| '
(2-12)

where

i

and are the generators of the gauge group with couplings gr" for each

semisimple or Abelian factor of the group. The Yukawa couplings from the

gauge kinetic term can be combined with those in (2.11) to give the Yukawa

paxt of the Lagrangian

Cy = - \/2^5„(^r(r)jA„v.j' +h.c.)

We now turn to the apphcation of this formalism in the construction of reaHstic

supersymmetric models.

2.3 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

The construction of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM)

is straightforward. Each field of the Standard Model is assigned a superpart-

ner and these fields are combined into supermultiplets with definite SU(3)c x
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SU(2)l X U(1)y quantum numbers. Due to the chiraJ nature of fermion fami-

lies in the Standard Model, these multiplets are irreducible representations of

N = 1 supersymmetry. Models with N > 1 have matter supermultiplets in

vectorlike representations, so that ordinary fermion famihes have unobserved

mirror counterparts. Attempts to give large masses to these mirror fermions

have not been successful.

The model must be free of gauge anomalies. One possibility is that the

superpartner of the Higgs field is the lepton doublet but more fields must

be introduced to cancel the hypercharge anomaly and to give up-type quarks

masses and one is beset with phenomenological problems arising from lepton

number violation. Another possibility is that the Higgs that gives rise to up-

type quark masses is part of a mirror family. This chiral completion must be

modified to radiatively generate down-type quark and lepton masses and has

difficulty suppressing lepton and baryon number violation. The minimal choice

is to introduce a second Higgs doublet and its superpartners of opposite hyper-

charge from the usual Higgs field to cancel the anomaly. The supermvdtiplets

and their component fields are listed in Table 1.

The kinetic and interaction terms of the theory are obtained in terms of

the superfields of Table 1 by generalizing (2.8) and (2.9) to the semisimple

gauge group SU(3)c x SU(2)l x U(1)y, projecting out the D and F terms and

eUminating the auxihary fields using their equations of motion. To do this one

requires the superpotential which is given by

P = KQYuu' + ^dQYjd' + $rf£Yee^ + , (2.15)

where the hat denotes a chiral supermultiplet. This is the most general super-

potential consistent with conservation of R-parity under which usual standard
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model fields axe assigned a value of +1 and their superpartners a value — 1.

This discrete symmetry is a special form of a continuous R-symmetry under

which vector and chiral superfields transform as

V{x,$,$) ^ V{x,9e-'°',ee'°')
,

_ .
(2.16)

M^.e.B) exp(maa)<^a(a:,^e-'",^e'") .

The D terms of a superfield are R-invariant while the F terms of a prod-

uct of chiral superfields axe invariant only if Yl,a
— 2. This continuous

R-symmetry forbids Majorana gaugino masses and must be broken to account

for them, leaving the discrete R-parity. The most important consequence

of R-parity conservation is conservation of baryon and lepton numbers. It

also implies that superparticles must always be produced in pairs, leading to

the existence of a stable lightest supersymmetric particle {e.g. the photino).

Table 1. Particle Content of the MSSM

Superfield Component Superpartner Quantum Numbers

Fields Names SU(3) SU(2) Y

Vg 9mi9m gluino 8 1 0

Vw " im'' m wino 1 3 0

Vb BrriiBm bino 1 1 0

HuiHu higgsino 1 2 1

1 2 -1

Q squark 3 2 1

3

3 1
4

3 1 2

3

i mi slepton 1 2 -1

1 1 2
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2.4 Supersymmetrv Breaking

One major difficulty of supersymmetric theories is the lack of experimental

evidence for superparticles. Superparticles must have the same masses as their

ordinary partners since is a Casimir of supersymmetry transformations.

Thus supersymmetry must be broken to be consistent with phenomenology. It

can be broken either explicitly, spontaneously or dynamically.

2.4.1 Spontaneous Breaking

In gauge theories with an abelian component in the gauge group it is possi-

ble to have a term in Lagrangian proportional to the vector superfield V (since

it is gauge invariant in this case),

Crr = -2filjV\^ , (2.17)

known as the Fayet-Iliopoulos term [28]. This term induces an extra piece in

the D part of the scalar potential (2.12):

V{Ai)^j\Y,QiA\Ai + fil,\ , (2.18)

t

where Qi are the charges of the scalars A{. As we shall see this mechanism is

not sufficient to break the MSSM and is inappropriate for theories imbedded

in a simple gauge group in which case the Fayet-Iliopoulos term is absent.

It is possible to breaJc supersymmetry without gauge interactions by picking

special forms for the superpotential. This mechanism, invented by O'Raifeartaigh

[29], requires at least three chiral superfields A, B, C with associated scalar-

components. The cleverly chosen superpotential

P = UlAB + XiA^ - nl)C , (2.19)

has no solution which gives V{A, B, C) = 0. One of the auxiliary fields F^ b c

has nonvanishing VEV and supersymmetry is broken. This mechanism is also
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not sufficient to break the MSSM and has the unaesthetic property of requiring

many extra supermultiplets. The MSSM scalar potential derived from (2.12)

and (2.15) is given by

^\g\{HiHu - H\Hd + iti- - 4ttti + ml,f (2.20)

^IgliHirHu + H\rHd + Itf^^f
,

where the squaxk contribution has been omitted since we forbid SU(3) breaking.

Here rupj comes from the Abelian Fayet-Iliopoulos term. A solution to V = 0

exists for a nonzero slepton VEV although this minimum breaks lepton number.

By adding more fields to the minimal model one may be able to induce

supersymmetry breaking spontaneously; however, for any anomaly free theory

broken via D ox F type breaking the following constraint on the mass spectrum

holds [30]:

J](-1)2-^(2J + l)Tr{M2^)} = 0
, (2.21)

J

where the trace is over squared particle masses M'^'j^ of spin J. Such a mass

relation is phenomenologically unacceptable as it requires the existence of an

imobserved massive squark which is lighter than the lightest quark [31]. Thus

we shall consider soft explicit breaking of supersymmetry in the low energy

form of the model. The most promising mechanisms for inducing such terms are

through local supersymmetry or dynamical breaking via gaugino condensation.

We shall limit our discussion to the former case. The low energy theory derived

from the latter can be parametrized in a similar way.

2.4.2 Induced Breaking from Supergravity

An alternative to the troublesome scenarios for breaking supersymmetry

spontaneously in the low-energy theory is simply to introduce soft supersym-

metry breaking parameters into the effective theory which do not spoil the nice
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renormalization properties of the theory. In particular, one introduces terms

which do not introduce quadratic divergences into the theory so as to maintain

an attractive solution to the hierarchy problem. Not all mass dimension 2 and 3

terms are allowed by this criterion. Girardello and Grisaru [32] showed that ex-

phcit masses for the spin 1/2 components of chiral superfields are not allowed,

nor axe simple cubic terms in a single scalar field. Such soft supersymmetry

breaking parameters are regarded as originating from some unknown higher

theory.

It is attractive to think that if supersymmetry occurs in nature that it

appears as a local symmetry. Such a theory must contain the local extension

of the Poincare group, namely general coordinate invariance, and therefore

include Einstein gravity. One obvious motivation for such a supergravity theory

is that it can solve the gauge hierarchy problem when extended to the Planck

scale. It also arises naturally as a low energy theory from superstrings. The

attractiveness of supergravity is that supersymmetry breaking can occur in

some massive hidden sector of a theory which couples to the usual sector only

through gravity [33]. Due to the weakness of the gravitational interactions

the symmetry can be broken at a high scale but appear in the low energy

effective theory at a much lower scale. The supergravity theory must be broken

spontaneously to preserve the Lorentz invariance of the theory.

We consider the low energy effective theory arising from an iV = 1 su-

pergravity model interacting with a hidden sector in which supersymmetry is

spontaneously broken and a lower energy sector that contains the fields of the

MSSM and possibly heavier grand-unified fields. The general scalar potential

of globally symmetric Yang-Mills theory in (2.12) is modified in the presence

of supergravity. Because supergravity theories, like their nonsupersymmetric
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counterparts, are not renormalizable, the superpotential can contain arbitrarily

high powers of chiral superfields. This leads to certain arbitrary functions of

the complex scalar components Ai of the chiral superfields in the expression for

the supergravity-induced scalar potential. Remarkably, in the case of super-

gravity interacting with a single chiral superfield, only one arbitrary function

appears [34] while in the case including Yang-Mills and an arbitrary number

of chiral superfields, two such functions are present [35].

Soft supersymmetry breaking effects in the MSSM are given by additional

terms in the Lagrangian:

Vsoft = "^X^i^i + Bfii^u^d + h.c.)

i

+ ^( AilYj^ui^uQj + A^JyJ^di^dQj + Ai^Ye'hi^jLj +h.c. ) ,

3

^gaugino = ~2 X/ ^l^l^l + '

/=1

(2.22)

where Vg^fi must be added to Eq. (2.20) and we have omitted a possible Fayet-

niopoulos term. Here the sum over i includes all scalar fields and A^
d,e-:

^ and

m^. are of order rug = 7713/2 where irig is the gravitino mass. We generically

denote the scalar mass terms by the scale mg. The gaugino masses are also

approximately equal at Mp/ to a common mass Since the breaking of

supersymmetry is flavor blind in this scenario, one also has Au = A^ = Ag at

the Planck scale which suppresses scalar induced flavor-changing processes in

these models. Of course these relations no longer hold at the electroweak scale

when the potential is renormalization group improved through the use of the

/3 functions of these parameters given in Appendix II. For further analysis and

recent reviews see refs. 36,37,38 and 39.



CHAPTER 3
SUPERSYMMETRY AND

GRAND UNIFIED THEORIES

The subject of grand unified theories and their supersymmetric counter-

parts is vast and here we give only the essential details. The curious reader

should consult one of the many excellent reviews in the subject (see refs. 40

and 41 for reviews of GUTs and refs. 41 and 42 for reviews of SUSY-GUTs).

Grand unified theories originated as another step in theorists' search for higher

symmetries in particle physics. Such theories axe describable by a single simple

gauge group which must contain as a subgroup the SU(3)c x SU(2)l x U(1)y

symmetry group of the Standard Model. The minimal group is SU(5), the

most predictive of all grand unified models [4] and we will base most of the

discussion on this model, although models based on SO(IO), and Eg [5,6] have

similar features and predictions.

Besides the aesthestics of the larger symmetry manifest in grand unified

theories, there are other motivations to study them. One is that GUTs pro-

vide simple relations among the parameters of the theory. The penultimate

prediction of GUTs is coupling constant unification at the grand-unified scale

as is required by imbedding the Standard Model group in a simple group.

This decreases the number of gauge parameters in the theory although many

more parameters must be introduced in the scalar sector. Typically GUTs also

predict definite mass relations between quarks and leptons since they appear

together in grand unified multiplets. Grand unified models generically vio-

late CP and baryon number, giving a possible explanation of the cosmological

baryon asymmetry [43]. Finally, especially in light of recent observations of

17
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solax neutrinos [44,45,46], certain GUTs such as SO(IO) give a simple expla-

nation of the solar neutrino problem [1] by predicting neutrino masses via the

so-called seesaw mechanism [47] which give rise to matter induced neutrino

oscillations [2] with numerically consistent values for the oscillation

parameters [48].

3.1 Minimal SV(5)

The minimal SU(5) GUT of Georgi and Glashow [4] contains only the

fermions of the Standard Model. These fall into the 5 and 10 representations

of SU(5), which decompose under SU(3)c x SU(2)l as

5 = (3,l)-h(l,2)

(3.1)

10 = (3,2) + (3,1)-H(1,1) .

The quarks and leptons appear in these multiplets as follows. For the 5 repre-

sentation we have

V^=(e-) , (3.2)

V

and for the 10 = (5 x 5)^ we have

V2

/ 0 "3 -U2 ui dl\
-U3 0 ui U2 d2

U2 -ui 0 1*3 dz

-ui -U2 -U3 0 e+

v -di -d2 -^3 -e+ 0 ) L

(3.3)

where the indices on the quark fields are color indices. The gauge bosons lie

in the adjoint 24 representation which decomposes as

24 = (3, 2) -f (3, 2) -h (8, 1) + (1, 3) -H (1, 1) , (3.4)

and contains the Standard Model gauge bosons and two leptoquark gauge

bosons X and Y of charge | and \ respectively which mediate baryon and

lepton number violating processes although B - L is conserved.
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Already we can use the simplicity of the gauge group to make a prediction

for the Weinberg angle, 9y[r at the GUT scale [7]. Let us write the Standard

Model SU(2)l x U(1)y couplings as 512 and 9' = fl'l/C' where C appears in the

formula for the U(l)g^ charge generator Q in terms of the third generator of

weak isospin and the hypercharge generator:

Q = Ts - CTo . (3.5)

Normalizing the generators of the group in a representation R by Tt(TjiTq) =

^R^AB have

Tt(Q^) = (1 + C2) Tr(T|)
, (3.6)

for any representation of the gauge group. Performing the traces for the 5

representation gives = 5/3 and

In fact this prediction also holds for SO(IO) and most Eg models. Note that this

prediction holds only at the GUT scale and one must use the renormalization

group to find its value at the electroweak scale.

The SU(5) symmetry must be broken at a high energy scale, Mgut, to

account for the lack of experimental evidence of GUT particles and to make

its predictions viable. Masses for the quarks and leptons arise via spontaneous

symmetry breaking of SU(2)l x U(1)y to U(l)e^. The SU(5) symmetry break-

ing is achieved spontaneously by including an adjoint 24 of scalar fields, S^.

The fermion mass terms transform as

5 X 10 = 5 + 45
,

(3.8)

10 X 10 = 5 + 45 + 50
,
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so we minimally require a 5 Higgs multiplet H which contains the usual Higgs

doublet. With this minimal set of scalar fields both symmetries can be broken

and masses given to the fermions leading immediately to the mass relations

= ^e, rris = m^, mi, = ttit
, (3.9)

at the GUT scale. We shall see that only the last relation is pheomenologically

feasible. One can replace these extra mass relations by improved ones if more

scalar multiplets including 45s are added and if various global symmetries

are imposed on the scalar potential. For examples of such models see ref. 49

and in the context of SO(IO) see ref. 50. For recent re-examinations of the

renormalization group predictions of these models see refs. 51,52,53 and 54.

Perhaps the most exciting prediction of GUTs is the instability of the

proton. X and Y leptoquarks mediate baryon number violating processes such

as those depicted in Figure 1.

"e U

d d' d'

Figure 1. Some baryon number violating diagrams in minimal SU(5).

At low energies these processes give rise to effective dimension 6 operators in

the low energy Lagrangian

where, omitting quark mixing,

(3.11)

O2 ={eijk^hf^){uie+ + d^LKRh^'d'j, ,
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and c stands for charge conjugate spinor. Using Mx — My — Mqut we can

naively estimate the proton Ufetime to be of order

Tp oc^ 3.12

on dimensional grounds [7]. However various effects modify the coefficient of

the expression. Using renormalization group techniques one can compute the

anomalous dimensions of 0\ and Oi coming from virtual gluon, W and Z

boson and photon exchange. Large logarithms of order log"(Mx/mp) can be

summed, giving rise to enhancement factor for these operators. The fax:tor

from gluonic corrections is [55]

where // ~ 1 GeV is a typical scale appropriate for the proton decay process

and Ug is the number of fermion generations. The actual decay rate requires

knowledge of the hadronic matrix elements of Eqs. (3.11), which can be esti-

mated by current algebra or bag model techniques. These estimates indicate

a favored decay mode of p —> e^'K^ . The best theoretical estimate of this rate,

using data from the early 80s is [41]

rp/5(p ^ e+7r°) = 4.5 x lo29±l-7 yr
, (3.14)

where the range is due to uncertainty in the QCD scale,
^-jjfg-

In the deter-

mination of Mx in this rate one must also take care to properly treat mass

thresholds effects. We discuss this issue in Chapter 6.

The operators of Eqs. (3.11) are not the only dimension 6 operators that

can mediate proton decay. One can also have decays mediated by color triplet

Higgs scalars. Since these appear in the same SU(5) representation as the or-

dinary Hght Higgs doublet parameters of the potential must be fine tuned to
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incredible accuracy to insure that they obtain large masses of order Mqut- This

is another manifestation of the gauge hierarchy problem. The scalar contribu-

tion is largest for processes involving heavy quarks; it is usually suppressed by

the ratio of quark or lepton masses to the W boson mass.

Huge underground water tanks have been set up around the world to

search for this process and have found no signal.^ The ciurent limit from

the Kamiokande detector in Japan [56] is

ruling out the minimal SU(5) model.

The situation is made worse for SU(5) when one uses the renormalization

group to obtain low energy predictions from GUT scale coupling constant and

mass relations. In Figure 2 we see that using the two loop functions for

the gauge couplings (see Appendix I) and inserting their known values at Mz

with errors, minimal SU(5) is inconsistent with coupling unification [11,17]

This result holds for any GUT model with the Standard Model as the effective

theory below Mgut-

The situation for the only viable mass relation, = is not improved.

By using the renormalization group equations of Appendix I, we can deter-

mine the prediction for this ratio at low energies [55]. In Figure 3 we see that

they meet at a scale far below the required GUT scale, although it might indi-

cate some ununified intermediate scale theory with this relation which breaks

around 10^ GeV. These issues will be discussed further in Chapter 8.

^ However these same experiments may have discovered massive neutrinos
from SN1987A - an SO(IO) grand unified prediction!
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0 5 10 15 20

logio(M)

Figure 2. Running of the Standard Model inverse gauge couplings
to two loops using their propagated experimental errors.

The picture for minimal grand unified models-those whose low energy theory

below the GUT scale is the Standard Model-is bleaJc. This does not, however,

rule out models with intermediate scales of symmetry breaking and those with

additional intermediate mass fields beyond the Standard Model. One example

includes nonminimal SU(5) models with 45s of scalars [49] where asymptotic

freedom of the gauge coupling is lost due to the enormous Higgs structure.

Another involves analogous SO(IO) models with intermediate breaking scales

(for example one can have an intermediate theory with the color group being
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SU(4) of Pati and Salam [3]) [50]. These theories also predict many interest-

ing mass relations (see for example ref. 51) although they arise from special

forms of yukawa and scalar interactions and a plethora of scalar multiplets

which make it difficult to take seriously such models as fundamental theories.

0 5 10 15 20
logio(M)

Figure 3. Intermediate quark and lepton masses in the Standard
Model for M< = 100 GeV and Mh = 100 GeV.

3.2 Supersvmmetric SU(5)

The basic predictions of minimal SU(5) also hold for its supersymmetric

extension [31,57,58]. However due to the presence of superpartners for all

standard particles, the renormalization group equations are modified [59,60]

in a manner that gives much better agreement with experimental data. One
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of the most exciting recent results of improved data on the strong coupling,

as and sin^^y, was the striking gauge unification of Figure 4 in the context of

supersymmetric theories [9,10,11,12,13]. So far this is the best indirect evidence

for the existence of such theories.

logio(M)

Figure 4. Running of the MSSM inverse gauge couplings to two
loops using their propagated experimental errors. The
window depicts a blow-up of the area around the uni-
fication point. Note the small region where all three
couplings intersect.

As seen in Figure 5 the mass relation m^, = rrir also is not in perfect agree-

ment for Mt = 100 GeV and is sensitive to this mass. Agreement can only

be obtained for a certain range of top quark masses. We shall discuss these

renormalization group results and exploit this mass relation in Chapter 9.
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0 5 10 15 20
log 10 (m)

Figure 5. Intermediate quark and lepton masses in the MSSM for

Mt = 100 GeV and Mh = 100 GeV.

One major distinction between SUSY-GUTs and ordinary GUTs is the

mechanism for proton decay. In SUSY-GUTs, in addition to the usual dimen-

sion 6 operators, one has dimension 5 operators produced by exchange of color

triplet Higgs (Hx) and its superpartner sHiggs field (Hx) [61]. These arise

from the diagrams of Figure 6. Proton decay follows from a one loop effect

when wino, bino or gluino fields are exchanged between the sfermions as in

Figure 7.
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-1 7 ' ~f y f

Figure 6. Diagrams inducing dimension 5 baryon number violat-

ing operators in SUSY-SU(5). Here Hx is a colored

Higgs triplet and / is fermion. A tilde is used to denote
the superpartners of these fields.

These contributions axe on the order of [61]

—M)^^ orA^^l
, (3.16)

where yjj is is a typical Yukawa coupling and the latter expression holds for

squark masses, nisq ^ rrig.

Figure 7. Diagrams for colored Higgs and sHiggs mediated proton
decay.

Anomalous dimensions for the relevant dimension 5 operators give rise to su-

pression factors rather than enhancement factors found in the minimal SU(5)

case. This increases the proton lifetime associated with these processes from

what is naively expected. The supersymmetric case is clearly less predictive

than the minimal one. For sufficiently heavy wino, squark and Higgs and sHiggs

color triplet masses, the proton decay rates obtained cannot be ruled out by

experiment. However this assumes that the Higgs triplet fields are superheavy.
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This is not the case in models in which supersymmetry is spontaneously bro-

ken in the GUT model as they will always produce light scalar color triplet

fields as a consequence of the mass relation (2.21) [31]. We shall assume that

supersymmetry is broken by a hidden sector coupled to ordinary and GUT

matter via supergravity. We therefore avoid this mass relation as discussed in

the previous chapter. Because of the dependence on the Yukawa couplings the

preferred decay modes will go into heavier quarks than in gauge boson medi-

ated decay. After taking into account suppression from CKM angles, one finds

the dominant decays are strangeness changing: p —> fi'^K^ and p —> UfxK'^

[61]. The current Umits on the latter decay are Tp/B{p —+ UfiK'^) ^ 10^^

years [56].

In order to perform detailed analyses of GUT and SUSY-GUT predictions,

it is essential to properly evaluate the corrections to tree level relations through

the use of the renormalization group. This requires knowledge of the /3 func-

tions of the parameters of the theory and their behavior when mass thresholds

are crossed. We have developed essentially a toolkit for such analyses that

includes extraction of the measureable parameters of the low energy theory,

incorporation of threshold effects that insure decoupling of heavy fields from

the low energy effective theory and numerical evaluation of the renormaliza-

tion group equations according to the hierarchy of theories under study. We

therefore devote the next three chapters to these procedures. We first turn to

a review of the renormalization group.



CHAPTER 4
THE RENORMALIZATION GROUP

Renormalization is a procedure by which finite physical observables are ex-

tracted from typically divergent Feynman ampHtudes in quantum field theory.

These divergences arise from large quantum fluctuations of the theory when

probed at short distances. As the infinities appear in each order in perturba-

tion theory, they are systematically subtracted out via infinite counterterms

added to the Lagrangian of the theory. The renormalized Lagrangian

yields finite results for physical quantities at every order. This procedure only

works when the counterterms are finite in number and typically of the same

form as terms present in the bare tree-level Lagrangian Co- In this case the

theory is considered renormalizable. The renormalized Lagrangian is the same

as the bare one but with its parameters redefined by infinite amounts from the

counterterms:

9 = 9o + Sg, (4.2)

where go is the bare parameter, g is the renormalized parameter, and 6g is

the counterterm. There is of course arbitrariness in this prescription as the

finite parts of the counterterms are undetermined. The renormalization group

equations for a renormalizable theory state that the theory is invariant under

reparametrizations of the theory obtained by choosing different finite parts of

Sg^

^ However, quantities computed at finite order in perturbation theory exhibit

a dependence on the scheme by which the renormalized parameters are defined.
In QCD where the strong coupling as is large, significant uncertainties arise

from this scheme dependence.

29
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We shall work in the modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS) commonly

used in the literature. The minimal subtraction (MS) prescription [62] is de-

fined by fixing the counterterms by requiring them to consist only of the infinite

terms needed to render the theory finite. In this scheme divergent integrals

are regularized by continuing them to lower dimensions and an arbitrary mass

scale // is introduced in order to keep couplings dimensionless. A family of MS

schemes can be defined via

where ^ is a constant parametrizing the arbitrariness in the finite parts of

divergent integrals in dimensional regularization, e = (4 — ci)/2 and d is the

space-time dimension. The MS scheme is given by ^ = 1, while the so-called

modified minimal subtraction (MS) prescription [63] is given

where 7^ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The extra finite piece is typically

present in dimensionally regulated integrals and it is mere convenience to sub-

tract it out.

The renormalization scheme independence of a physical quantity, P, when

expressed in terms of /i and the running parameters of the theory, {5'i(^)}, is

given by the renormalization group equation,

where the are the /3 functions which determine the evolution of the renormal-

ized parameters with scale. These running parameters are not in general equal

to their corresponding physical values (consequently, for the masses, we adopt

a convention wherein upper case M refers to physical values and lower case m

denotes MS values). This is to be contrasted with the on-shell renormalization

9o(Qfi) ^ = g + 6g , (4.3)

.|;P(M.)U) = (.| + a|:)p = o, (4.4)
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scheme in which, for example, the renormalized masses equal their physical

values and the renormalized electromagnetic coupling equals the fine structure

constant. Also n cannot be identified with any specific momentum scale such

as are encountered in experiments. It is difficult to attach an approximate

physical meaning to fi and the uncertainty in the appropriate scale to use to

describe a certain process is a significant one in extracting MS quantities from

data (see e.g. Section 5.2). Another problem is that the decoupling of massive

states in lower energy processes in such mass independent prescriptions is not

manifest. This apparent contradiction of the decoupling theorem [64] is solved

though the effective gauge theory formalism applied at the thresholds of such

massive particles (see Chapter 6).

Despite the above drawbacks, the MS schemes have the attractive char-

acteristic that the ^ functions are /i independent and therefore particularly

simple to integrate. The two-loop /3 functions of the Standard Model and the

MSSM in the MS scheme have been collected in Appendices I and II. To solve

these first order differential equation, we require the values of the parameter

at one scale, which we take to be



CHAPTER 5

STANDARD MODEL PARAMETERS AT Mz

Below we give a brief description of the determination of the parameters

of the Standard Model. Details can be found in the cited literature.

5.1 a^{Mz) and aoiMz)

The determination of the SU(2)l x U(1)y coupHngs proceeds from the

Standard Model relations:

47r cos"^ d^{fi)
'

^^^^
47r sin2%(^)

2, ^ . .
(5-1)

where = e^(/x)/47r and C^, defined in (3.5), equals 1 for the Standard

Model and | when the Standard Model is incorporated in grand unified theories

of the SU(N) and SO(N) type [7]. These couplings can be specified through the

MS values of oi{n) and sin"^ dyi/{^). The electromagnetic fine structure constant

(<^em ~ 137.036) is extrapolated from zero momentum scale to a scale ^ equal

to Mz in our case. The renormalized coupling a(//) is related to the fine

structvu-e constant Oem as follows:

Q:(//)

^ iTnM '
^^-^^

where 11(0) is the photon vacuum polarization function at zero momentum and

includes radiative effects from charged gauge bosons and fermions as well as

hadronic contributions. Threshold effects are treated by including the contri-

butions of charged particles only at scales /z above their masses. This procedure

gives [65]

a-l(M^) = 127.9 ±0.3 . (5.3)

32
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Many definitions of the renormalized Weinberg angle exist in the literature

and many methods are used to extract it from data. We give a brief overview of

definitions in current use. The process independent, renormalized weak mixing

angle sin^ 9]y of the on-shell scheme is defined to be

sin2 0^y = l--^, (5.4)

Z

where M\y and Mz are the physical masses of the W and Z gauge bosons.

One can compute sin by accurately measuring M^r and or one can use

the bare relation involving the low energy Fermi constant measured in muon

decay and the W boson mass

y/2 Ssin^d^VoMwl

This may be corrected to order a and rewritten [66,67]

(5.5)

M^. = M^cos% = (^^^)2 (5.6)

V^(^^l sin^^y(l - Ar)2

with (iroiem/V^Gfi)'^ = 37.281 GeV and Ar is a parameter containing order a

radiative corrections and which depends on the mass of the top and Higgs. We

can absorb the radiative effects using the renormalization group by replacing

and aem with corresponding running parameters at Mg- For laxge values

of Mt and Mjj (Mt, Mh > Mz) one finds [66,68]

Ar^l--^- ^+ ^^"7 In^. (5.7)
a{Mz) 167rsin4%M| 487rsin2% M| ^

'

An estimation of the first two terms using (5.3) gives

Ar w 0.07 . (5.8)

A third way of extracting sin^ 9^ is from neutral current experiments, among

which deep inelastic neutrino scattering appears to provide the best determi-

nation.
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A running sin"^ ^wif^) defined in MS and differs from the above

sin^ B]^ by order a corrections. The MS running W boson mass m\Y(fi) and

the corresponding physical mass M^, identified as the simple pole at =

of the W propagator, are related as follows

= mlr(fi) + Ajy^viM^, pi)
, (5.9)

where Aj^yy is the transverse part of the W self-energy. A similar relation

holds for the Z boson. In MS renormalization, the following relation defines

the running sin^ B]y{fi)

sin2MM) = l-47T- (5-10)

Equation (5.9) and its Z analog may be combined with Eq. (5.10) to give

sin^%(//) ^^ cos2% A|^(M|,//) yt^^(M^,/i)

sin2 sin2 9w ^ '

^
' ^

An explicit expression relating sin^ and sin^^[y(M^) is given in ref. 69.

Other relations for sin^ ^jy(A') be arrived at directly linking it to Mz [70]

or [71] .

A fit to all neutral current data gives

sin^ SwiMz) = 0.2324 ± 0.0011
, (5.12)

for arbitrary M< [72]. Using these values of a(M^) and sin^^p^(M^) yields

ai{Mz) = 0.01698 ± 0.00009
,

(5.13)

a2{Mz) = 0.03364 ± 0.0002 .

5.2 a,(M^)

The value of the strong coupling is known with less precision than most of

the parameters of the Standard Model. This is due to large theoretical uncer-

tainties arising from the nonperturbative nature of low energy QCD and the
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slow convergence of perturbation series in high energy QCD. The determina-

tion of the strong coupling constant ««, is most critical to attempts to probe

grand unified structure.

The strong coupling constant is measured in a wide variety of processes

at various energy scales. Early measurements of as came from deep inelastic

electron and muon scattering and W + jet production at pp colliders. This data

has been combined in recent years with results from LEP including jet rates,

energy-energy correlations and global event shapes. One must also include new

results in deep inelastic neutrino scattering, J/^ and T decays, the hadronic

decay width of the Z boson, b quark production in pp collisions and the r

lepton hadronic width. A recent summary of these results can be found in

ref. 73 with details found in the references therein. In Table 2 we give a list

of the results for each type of as measurement. Note that the higher energy

LEP results tend to give larger values of as than the extrapolated lower energy

results.

Table 2. Values of as at M^-

Process

a{e^e~ —>• hadrons) 0.135 ±0.015

e^e~ hadrons (shapes) 0.119 ±0.014

JI^^T decay 0 ..0-1-0.007
"••^•^''-0.005

Deep inelastic scattering (i/, //) 0.112 ±0.004

pp —> hbX

pp -f- jets 0.121 ±0.026

Rt (world avg.) 1
1 0-I-0.004

T{Z^ had.) 0.133 ±0.012

Z^ jets and ev. shapes 0.121 ±0.004
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As an example of the uncertainties encountered in measurements of as

consider the determination of as from jet rates (see the reviews of refs. 74,75,76

and 77 for details). One of the dominant uncertainties is theoretical - the

renormalization scale dependence of the rate. All the processes from which the

strong coupling is extracted have such theoretical errors.

Depending on the structure of the basic partonic process, the cascades

of hadrons produced in an e'^e~ collision may form clusters strongly peaked

in energy and constrained in solid angle known as jets. The basic quark-

antiquark-gluon (qqg) process can give rise to a 3-jet event if the final state

gluon radiation is hard and acollinear with the quark pair. The analysis of jets

gives the best indication of the underlying partonic process. The differential

cross-section for this process can be written [77]

are the center-of-mass energy fractions of the final quarks. In fragmentation

models parton structure and hadronic structure can be related by a scale factor

(local paxton-hadron duality) with excellent experimental agreement. Once

this relation is established one can compute the dependence of the process on

as-

A further difficulty is the problem of deciding experimentally what consti-

tutes a jet. One must work backwards to recombine hadrons into fundamental

partons. One algorithm for recombination of two final state particles into one is

to take all pairs of particles and compute their weighted invariant mass squared

1 (fia _ 2as + x\

a dxidx2 Btt (1 — a;i)(l — X2)

'

(5.14)

where

2Ei
(5.15)

(1 - cos Oij), (5.16)
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where the second equality holds for massless particles (m,- < Ecm)- Then find

the pair with smallest yij. If < ycut where ycut is a chosen jet resolution

parameter then combine this pair into a single pseudoparticle. Continue until

all yij > ycut and one is left with a fundamental partonic process. The number

of partons remaining corresponds well with the number of jets. The ratio for

the n-jet to the total cross-section depends on the jet resolution parameter y

and is given by

i2„(y,^) = ^^, (5.17)

where for example

J22(y,M) =1 + C2,l{y)Mf^) + C2,2(y,/)«?(M) + • • • ,
(5.18a)

Rz{y, f^) =C3,i(y)a.(/x) + C3,2(y, fWsi^i) + ... . (5.18b)

Here / is an unknown scale factor presumably of order 1 relating the renor-

maliation scale fx to the center of mass energy:

= fEcm. (5.19)

The appearance of the renormalization scale in Rn is disturbing as physical

quantities should be independent of this arbitrary scale. However, one works

in practice only to finite order in perturbation theory and a dependence on //

is introduced. A physical quantity C{a{fi),fi) expressed in terms of /i and the

running parameters of the theory, a{fi), must be /i independent:

^±C{aM,,) = (^f^+D^)C = 0, (5.20)

where the the ^ function is given by

M = = /^0«^ + + . . . (5.21)
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Now write C as a perturbative expansion in a

C = Co(//) + Ci(/i)a(/i) + C2(//)a2(//) + . . . + C„(//)a"(//) + . . . (5.22)

The independence of C from fi implies that

C2(^') - C2(m) = -^oClln(^) (5.23)

We denote by C^^\fi) and C^^^'{^') the physical quantity C computed to nth

order in perturbation theory. The difference between these quantities is of

order a""^^. The effect of changing renormalization scale in the estimation

of a physical quantity is to introduce higher-order corrections and modify the

coefficients in the perturbative expansion. If we write /i' = //i then (5.23) gives

= C2 — /^oC'ilnf. Thus at finite order in perturbation theory a dependence

on renormalization scale is introduced starting at second order in the coupling,

justifying Eqs. (5.18).

By varying the jet resolution parameter y, a given event can appear as a

two or three jet event. Too avoid a given event contributing to different classes

of jets, one often defines the differential 2-jet rate for the distribution of y

values for a transition from a three to two jet event:

Ay

Another method used is to measure 7^3 at a fixed value of y. The LEP average

for as from jet rates is included in Table 2. The errors reflect a weighted sum of

the errors due to statistics, experimental systematics, errors from hadronization

and parton shower models, recombination scheme dependence, next order QCD

uncertainties and renormalization scale dependence. The largest sources of

error are typically those coming from the renormalization scale and the energy
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scale for transition from parton shower to hadronization. The former error

comes from fitting experimental results with / free axid with / = 1 and taking

the difference of these extreme values. Values of / from such fits range from

0.008 - 0.25.

A global average of the results of Table 2 which we use is

as = 0.117 ±0.004
, (5.25)

where the error can be as large as ±0.011 depending upon the determination

of theoretical uncertainties.

5.3 Yukawa Couplings

To take full account of the Yvikawa sector in running all the couplings, initial

values for the Yukawa couplings are necessary. They must be extracted from

physical data such as quark masses and CKM mixing angles. Furthermore, the

interesting parameters to be plotted must be determined step by step in the

process of running to Planck mass. These two procedures are not unrelated

and require the diagonalization of the up-type, down-type, and leptonic Yukawa

matrices.

We use Machacek and Vaughn's [78] convention where the interaction La-

grangian for the Yukawa sector is

£ = Q^^YJuj, + Q^^Y^Un + Ii^YeUn + h.c. . (5.26)
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The Yukawa couplings are given in terms of 3x3 complex matrices. After elec-

troweak symmetry breaking, these translate into the quaxk and lepton masses

Ye =
V

V

me 0 0

0 0

0 0 rrir

mj 0 0

0 rris 0

0 0 rrib

rriu 0 0
'

0 rric 0

0 0

(5.27)

Yu = — I 0 mc OIF,

where V is the CKM matrix which appears in the charged current

~ UL^^^Vdi . (5.28)

It is a unitary 3x3 matrix often parametrized as follows:

(ci 51C3 51S3 \

-s\C2 C1C2C3 - 52536'* C1C253 + 52036**
| , (5.29)

-5152 C152C3 + 02536** C15253 - C2C36'* /

where 5,- = sin^j and c,- = cos^,-, i = 1,2, 3.

The entries of the parametrized CKM matrix can be related simply to

the experimentally known CKM entries. Using limits on the magnitudes of

these entries from the particle data book [72] (assuming unitarity) we find the

following bounds for 5j, i = 1,2,3.

0.2188 < sin^i < 0.2235
,

0.0216 < sin ^2 < 0.0543
, (5.30)

0.0045 < sin ^3 < 0.0290 .

These Hmits do not constrain sin^. A set of angles {^1, ^2) ^3) was chosen

that falls within the ranges quoted above. The initial data needed to run the

Yukawa elements is extracted from the CKM matrix and the quark masses. A

problem arises though for the mixing angles, which was solved for the quark

masses (see Section 5.4), in that it is not clear at what scale the chosen initial
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values for these angles should be considered known. However, we have observed

that for the whole range of initial values, the running of the mixing angles is

quite flat, with a perceptible increase in 62 between Mjy and the Planck scale

for higher top masses. This is in accordance with the angles being related to

ratios of quark masses, and therefore, the exact knowledge of that scale is not

critical.

5.4 Known Quark Masses

As QCD is assumed to imply quark confinement, extraction of quark masses

from experiment is problematic. On-shell renormalization will not have the

same physical significance as it would if quarks comprised the observed particle

spectrum. The quark masses then may simply be considered as additional

couplings of the model.

The light quark masses are the ones least accurately known. They axe

determined by a combination of chiral perturbation techniques [79] and QCD

spectral sum rules (QSSR) [80,81,82,83]. These techniques yield [17]

m«(l GeV) = 5.2 ± 0.5 MeV
,

rudil GeV) = 9.2 ± 0.5 MeV
, (5.31)

ms(l GeV) = 194 ±4 MeV .

For the heavier quarks, charm and bottom, one can maJce a more precise

prediction. Here, the nonrelativistic bound state approximation may be ap-

phed. The physical mass M{q'^ = M^) appearing in the Balmer series may

be identified with the gauge and renormalization scheme invariant pole of the

quark propagator

Siq) = z{q)[j . q - M(q'^)]-^ .
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The running mass is determined from the pole mass to three loops via

= M^) = ,^1;^=^''
, (5.32)

where K = 13.3 for the charm and K = 12.4 for the bottom quarks [84].

The charm and bottom pole masses have been determined from J/rp and

T sum rules [85] and recently from CUSB and CLEO II by analysis of the

heavy-light B and B* and D and D* meson masses and the semileptonic B

and D decays [86]. A weighted average of these results yields

Mciq"^ = M|) = 1.53 ± 0.04 GeV
,

(5.33)

Mbiq"^ = Ml) = 4.89 ± 0.04 GeV .

The running masses at the corresponding pole masses then follow from Eq. (5.32)

mc{Mc) = 1.22 ± 0.06 GeV
,

(5.34)

mi,(Mb) = 4.32 ± 0.06 GeV .

It should be stressed that at the low scales under consideration the three-loop

as corrections included in the mass and strong coupling /3 functions are often

comparable to the two-loop ones and hence affect the accuracy of the final

values noticeably [17].

These heavy quark masses can also be determined by studying nonpertur-

bative potential models (see ref. 87) which predict appreciably higher values

of the heavy quark masses than the ones quoted here. These models, however,

are not as fundamental as the approach considered here, and their connection

to field theory is rather problematic.

5.5 Lepton Masses

The physical (pole) masses of the leptons are very well known [72]

Me = 0.51099906 ± 0.00000015 MeV
,

Mf^ = 105.658387 ± 0.000034 MeV
, (5.35)

Mr = l.78Al+l',lll GeV .
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We use these values to determine initial data for the running masses. Some

authors neglect QED corrections and use the physical values for the running

values at ~ M^, which introduces only a small error. By calculating the one-

loop self-energy corrections, one arrives at a QED relation between the running

MS masses and the corresponding physical masses

mK/i) = Mill - ^(ln4 + h . (5.36)
47r mj o

Choosing ^ = 1 GeV as in the quark mass case and using Eqs. (5.36) yields the

running lepton masses (taking m/ — Mi in the log term above is an appropriate

approximation to order a)

me(l GeV) = 0.4960 MeV
,

m^(l GeV) = 104.57 MeV
, (5.37)

mr(l GeV) = 1.7835 GeV .

5.6 Higgs Boson and Top Quark Masses

The Higgs boson and top quark masses have not been measured directly at

present, however their values affect radiative corrections such as Ar. Consis-

tency with experimental data on sin"^ requires Mf < 197 GeV for Mjj = 1

TeV at 99% CL assuming no physics beyond the Standard Model [9]. Pre-

cision measurements of the Z mass and its decay properties combined with

low energy neutral current data have been used to set stringent bounds on

the top quark mass within the minimal Standard Model. A global analysis of

this data yields Mt = I22+32 GeV, for all allowed values of My/ [88]. Recent

direct search results set the experimental lower bound Mt ^ 91 GeV. As for

the Higgs, the analysis of ref. 88 gives the restrictive bound, Mjj ^ 600 GeV,

if Mt < 120 GeV, and < 6 TeV, for all allowed Mt. Since perturbation
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theory breaks down for Mjj ^ 1 TeV, the latter bound on the Higgs boson

mass is not necessarily meaningful. LEP data set a lower bound on the Higgs

boson mass of 48 GeV [89].

In our analysis, initial values of the MS running top quark mass m< and of

the scalar quartic coupling A at Mz are chosen arbitrarily (consistent with the

bounds quoted above). As noted eaxlier in Chapter 1, these running parameters

are not equal to their physical counterparts. However, any reasonable predic-

tion for the masses of the top quark and of the Higgs boson that may come

from our analysis should be that of experimentally relevant, physical masses.

Therefore, formulas similar to Eq. (5.36) relating MS running parameters to

physical masses are needed. To calculate the physical or pole mass of the top

quark, we use Eq. (5.32) in its general form

where M,-, i = 1, ... ,5, represent the masses of the five lighter quarks. Like-

wise the physical mass of the Higgs boson can be extracted from the following

relation:

\if.) = ^M]jil + 6ifi)), (5.39)

where 6(iJ,) contains the radiative corrections and is given in ref. 90. Equations

(5.38) and (5.39) are highly nonlinear functions of Mt and Mjj, respectively.

Their solution requires numerical routines that are described in Chapter 7.

5.7 Vacuum Expectation Value of the Scalar Field

The vacuum expectation value (vev) of the scalar field may be extracted

from the well known lowest order relation

V = {V2G^)-'2 = 246.22 GeV . (5.40)
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From the very well measured value of the muon lifetime, = 2.197035 ±

.000040 X 10-^ s [72], the Fermi constant can be extracted using the following

formula [91]

1 _ Glml ml 3 ml a(m^) 25 o.^

-T92^^W^^^ + 5;x^f^ + ^^^T-^^^' (^-^^^

where

f{x) = l-8x + 8x^ -x"^ - 12x^\nx
, (5.42)

givmg

Gf, = 1.16637 ± 0.00002 x 10"^ GeV^ . (5.43)

This parameter may be viewed as the coefficient of the effective four-fermion

operator for muon decay in an effective low energy theory

^l^eAl - 75)e][/77^(l - • (5.44)

A direct calculation {e.g., in the Landau gauge) of the electromagnetic correc-

tions yields that the operator is finitely renormalized (i.e., Gfi does not run)

[67,92]. Another way to see this is by using a Fierz transformation to rewrite

the above expression

^[i7e7/?(l - 75)^/.][F7/?(l - 75)e] • (5.45)

The neutrino current does not couple to the photon field, and the e — /x current

is conserved and is hence not multiplicatively renormalized.

We need an initial value for the running vacuum expectation value at some

scale fi. Wheater and Llewellyn Smith [93] consider muon decay to order a in

the context of the full electroweak theory and derive an equation relating an

MS running Gf^ to the experimentally measured value. From this formula we
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can extract a value for v{Mz). However, the formula is derived in the 't Hooft-

Feynmaxi gauge, and the evolution equation Eq. (1.18) of Appendix I for the vev

is valid only in the Landau gauge. Nevertheless, motivated by the discussion

of the previous paragraph, we choose the initial condition for the vev to be:

t;(Mpy) = 246.22 GeV. Using the initialization algorithm (see Chapter 7), we

arrive at v{Mz)- We find that this procedure leads to no significant correction,

and we therefore take, ab initio, v(Mz) = 246.22 GeV.



CHAPTER 6
THRESHOLD EFFECTS

6.1 Effective Gauge Theories

We axe using the MS renormalization scheme to determine the running of

the Standard Model coupHngs. From the Appelquist-Carrazzone decouphng

theorem [64] we expect the physics at energies below a given mass scale to be

independent of the particles with masses higher than this threshold. However,

such minimal subtraction schemes are not physical in the sense that they are

scale dependent and mass independent so that the decoupling theorem is not

manifest. As described in refs. 94,95 and 96, we have to formulate a low

energy effective theory by integrating out the heavy fields to one loop and find

matching functions in order to take care of the threshold effects. We give a

brief review of threshold effects in the running of the gauge couplings for a

spontaneously broken GUT and for the Standard Model. Details can be found

in the appendices of ref. 95. We next discuss thresholds in running fermion

masses, a subject which to our knowledge has not been adequately treated in

the literature. In chapter 7 we give a quantitative description of the effect of

thresholds in the running parameters.

The starting point for treating thresholds in MS and MS schemes is the

construction of low energy effective gauge theories [94-96]. The basic idea is to

integrate out the heavy fields in such a way the the remaining effective action is

gauge invariant under the residual gauge group. Let the simple gauge group G

be broken to G, and let $ and <j!i be a set of heavy and light fields, respectively.

47
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Then the action of the effective field theory is obtained from the action

l[(f>, $] of the full theory by functional integration over the heavy fields:

=
J
[d^yn'PM

. (6.1)

Because there are no superheavy fields in the effective theory the decoupling

theorem is not needed. However, there is a difficulty having to do with gauge

invaxiaixce. Namely, in order to integrate out the heavy fields one has to add a

gauge fixing term, and such a term usually spoils the gauge invariance of the

low energy theory. The usual gauge fixing action for the full gauge group

is

V/. = -^E /^^/a(^;<A,$), (6.2)

where, for example,

fa=r^/'^[d^A^+zgivt^sS], (6.3)

where a runs over all generators t^s of G, Aq are the gauge fields, and 5 is a

column of Hermitian scalar fields with vacuum expectation value v. However,

when the heavy gauge fields are integrated out with the natural choice of the

gauge fixing functional as in (6.3) but summed only over the index of the

broken group generators (given in uppercase Latin letters), one obtains an

effective theory that is not invariant under G. We correct this by changing the

derivative in (6.3) into a G covariant derivative so that / becomes

fA = r^/^[5/.4 + gCABaA'^BAa^ + ig^vtAsS] , (6.4)

where the lowercase Latin indices run over the generators of the unbroken gauge

group and 0^^^ are the completely antisymmetrized structure constants of G.

We now apply this gauge fixing to the calculation of thresholds for the

gauge couplings in the MS scheme. Although these calculations have been
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presented in previous works [94-96], for completeness we include some of the

details here. We begin with the case of a general gauge theory in which some

simple group G is broken to a product of simple or Abehan groups, Gi. Let

= -lFrFa^u+^iP-MF)<i!+ ^D''^D^^-V(^)+CY+Cgj_+Cgh (6.5)

be the Lagrangian of the full, G invariant theory where the gauge fixing term

Cg f
is to be chosen as in ref. 94. The full gauge group, G is broken to

G = YlGi X \J(1) X ... at some scale. Below this scale the Lagrangian for the

effective G,- subgroup will be:

The second term can be obtained perturbatively by calculating the contribution

of heavy fields to the vacuum polarization of light fields. To one loop there are

only the two diagrams of Figure 8.

Figure 8. Light gauge field vacuum polarization diagrams. Here
H represents a generic heavy field.

The second diagram is not present in the case that H is a heavy fermion.

Because of gauge invariance, it is enough to evaluate the contribution from

the first diagram, because the second one does not give terms proportional to

k^, where k is the momentum of the light external gauge field. The resulting

vacutmi polarization is given by:

n«'/':<'^(k2) =6,^^,(1 - liXk^g^^- - k/'k" + ...
)

9
'

0' , (6.7)
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+ STritiFtiFlJ^)), (6.8)

" i^(-21Tr(V^v) + Tr(<,-5%A) + 8Tr(V<iF)) •

Here A projects onto non-Goldstone boson scalar fields, t^g, t{p and t^y axe

the representation matrices of Gj for the heavy scalaxs, fermions and vectors

fields respectively. Mg p y are their mass matrices.

Because of the presence of a nonzero in Eq. (6.6) the kinetic term of

the effective theory is not canonically normalized. It can be normalized by

introducing canonical bare fields and bare coupling constants

Kit. = (1 - 'i)^^^^aip' (6-9)

and

gi = (1 - kr^l'^g. (6.10)

Having related the bare coupling constants of the full and effective theories,

we consider the MS renormahzed coupling constants gi{n) and fir(//):

9/=.(.)+^+...,

where bg and 6,- are the lowest-order coefficients of the ^ functions. Substitut-

ing these equations for g and gi into (6.10) and equating the finite terms we

obtain a relationship between the renormahzed couphng constants

giifi) = (1 - hr^/^gifi) = g(fi) + ^fii(//)g3(//) , (6.12)

where /j is the finite part of /,-. This is the desired boundary condition.
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This formula can also be used to determine the effect of integrating out

a heavy quark in lower energy QCD. Here one need only include the heavy

fermion part of the integration to determine the low energy gauge coupling in

terms of the coupling of the full theory above the heavy quark threshold. Note

that equation (6.12) only holds in the neighborhood of ~ M, M being the

heavy scale, and as such provides an initial condition for the running of the

effective couplings for /i M.

In application to the Standard Model we will integrate out the heavy fields

using matching functions as described above. As we are running couplings

to two loops, it is sufficient to integrate out these fields to one loop. The

heavy gauge bosons, their ghosts, and the top quark are integrated out near

M^, the other fermions at their physical masses My. One may integrate out

different mass particles at one scale as long as the two-loop contribution to

coupling constant renormalization between two threshold scales is negligible.

The errors arising from not integrating out fields at a scale // exactly equal to

their physical mass M is of order Q!i_2,3ln(M/^), which is negligible within the

perturbative regime.

6.2 Gauge CoupHng Thresholds in the SM

At the electroweak threshold, the point at which W and Z bosons, their

associated Nambu-Goldstone bosons, ghosts, and the top quark are integrated

out, one imposes matching conditions similar to (6.12). Above the threshold

the theory has the SU(3)c x SU(2)l x U(1)y gauge symmetry of the Standard

Model and a SU(3)c x U(l)em effective symmetry below. Following refs. 94

and 95, we gauge fix the Standard Model in such a way that the low energy
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theory is SU(3)c x U(l)em invariant after the SU(2) gauge fields are integrated

out. The gauge fixing part of the Lagrangian is

^9f. = -^((^/^^f + i92ivi{n)ij<t>j + g2sW^A^,f

HdnW^ + i92ivi{T2)ij<f>^ + 92sW!iA^f (6.13)

+ ig2c~^vi{Ts)ij<j)jf) ,

where c = cos^py, s = sin^py, and is the shifted Higgs field with u,- its vac-

uum expectation value. The heavy gauge bosons, Higgs and Nambu-Goldstone

bosons, and ghosts are integrated out to one loop by evaluating their contri-

bution to photon vacuum polarization.

As in Eq. (6.6) the contribution of the photon vacuum polarization dia-

grams to the effective action gives rise to a noncanonically normalized kinetic

term.

^SM = -\G^uG^^' - kBf^.Bf''' + ... (6.14)

becomes

Ceff = -lF^,^F^"'il-l) + ... (6.15)

where / contains loop effects, and G^j^, B^^ and F^,/ are the SU(2)l, U(1)y

and U(l)em field strengths, respectively. The low energy effective charge e is

related to the Standard Model couplings by normalizing the kinetic term as in

equations (6.9) and (6.10) :

^ A^{1 - /)l/2,

(6.16)

e = 92s{l - ir^/\

where the last relation is a relation between bare couplings. Here

/ = s^glmf,) - ^), (6.17)
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where

^^^^ (6.18)

To get the running relation between e, s and g2 we use the high and low

energy /? functions which can be derived from the following:

= (6.19)

Inserting these expressions into (6.16) yields

^ = (lit ^
- '

(6-20)
"(/^) "2(/^)^n/^)

with the running Weinberg angle s(fj,) defined in (5.1). Using the GUT nor-

malization for ai, one can also write

a2 a{fi)

where the first term on the right side of each equation gives the usual tree level

relation. One can always impose these tree level relations by fixing fx so that

the matching function vanishes. Here this occurs for JI = 0.95 Mj^.

When the heavy top quark is included in the analysis one may integrate

it out separately in which case one has an effective Standard Model without a

top quaxk between M]y and Mf. Alternatively one can integrate it out at the

same scale as the massive gauge bosons in which case the top queirk loop in

the photon propagator contributes to the matching function above

O(^) ^ Qifi) + 26g)^^ln(Mt
) , (6.22)
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where h^Q^jy = l/97r^ is the contribution of the top quark to the coefficient of

in the QED /? function. The perturbativity of QED at My^ and the small

mass difference between the top quark and gauge bosons (so that aln(Mt/MYv)

is small) means that this is a reliable approximation. We incorporate this

matching condition which includes the top quark into our numerical integration

of the electroweak ^ functions.

The strong QCD coupling has thresholds near quark masses. The effect of

integrating out a quark is to produce a matching condition of the form

1 1

where

-47rQ3(//), (6.23)

fi3(/i) = Ih^H—) , (6.24)

and 63'^ = l/247r^ appears as the contribution of each quark to the one-loop

QCD /3 function: = 63^3. The top quark is integrated out at // = 7* so that

the strong coupling does not match continuously across the threshold. For the

other heavy quark thresholds however, we choose the renormalization scale for

matching to be the physical quark masses so that the matching functions vanish

there. The only effect of these thresholds is a step in the number of flavors

ny/ as each quark threshold is passed [97]. Light quarks require greater care

as the strong coupling becomes nonperturbative at these mass scales and the

evaluation of hadronic contributions to vacuum polarization must be evaluated.

In this analysis however we remain in the perturbative region.

Likewise the QED coupling in the low energy theory has thresholds at

charged particle masses, the matching condition having the form
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Here aem is evaluated in the zero frequency limit and

nO£Z,(/.) = T^(8E«M^) + EQiM^)) . (6.26)

The F and S subscripts refer to charged fermions and scalars, respectively.

Again the matching function vanishes at each particle mass so the effect of the

threshold is simply to produce a step in the number of fermions or scalars of a

given charge.

6.3 Threshold Effects in Fermion Masses (Yukawas)

It is important to realize, that the running fermion masses also experi-

ence threshold effects near physical particle masses. To our knowledge there

is no mention of these effects in the literature although they axe potentieilly

important in analyses of mass relations predicted in many grand unified mod-

els and in the full two-loop running of gauge couplings. Since the Higgs field

is integrated out at the electroweak scale the Yukawa couplings appear in the

low energy theory through particle masses and various nonrenormalizable (nr.)

interactions: _ _
^SM = - yfjVa^i^j - y'ij<t>a'^i'4>j + . .

. ,

(6.27)

^low = - ^ij'^ii^j + nr. terms + ... .

We evaluate the matching conditions in MS running fermion masses at the

electroweak threshold by integrating out Higgs^, Nambu-Goldstone and gauge

bosons, as well as ghosts and the top quark.

The diagrams corresponding to integrating out these fields that contribute

to one-loop renormalization of quark and lepton two-point Greens functions in

the Standard Model are depicted in Figure 9.

^ The Higgs field does not contribute at one-loop to the above matching
functions as it has no SU(3)c x U(l)em couplings.
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Figure 9. One-loop corrections to fermion two-point functions.

As in (6.13), we work in a specific gauge required for gauge invaxiance of

the low energy effective Lagrangian under SU(3)c x U(l)em- As for the gauge

bosons the finite piece of the contributions of these diagrams gives the matching

function and the divergent piece gives the one-loop ^ function (see Appendix

I). In terms of bare parameters and fields the relevant parts of the Standard

Model Lagrangian for this calculation are

(6.28)

- Vij^a^PiL^jR - vtjMiL^jR + h.c. -f . . . ,

where 4>i can be a quark or lepton and i is a family index. When the heavy fields

are integrated out we generate the following low energy effective Lagrangian,

Ciou> = (1 + KiiYliiLi ^tP-^ +{1+ KiR)^iRi ^Vii?
(6.29)

- {rriij + Smij){xpiitpjj^ + h.c.) + ...
,

where = yfjVa- The
ji contain wavefunction renormahzation contribu-

tions of the left and right handed fermion fields along with finite parts, and

Srriij is the fermion self-energy contribution.
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We must rescaJe the bare fermion fields in the low energy theory so they

have the canonically normalized kinetic term,

The relation between the Standard Model and low energy bare masses becomes

Note that the left and right handed fermion fields axe differently renormalized

due to their different gauge couplings, so Ki ^ Kji . Also note that in the case

of quarks the self-energy corrections <5m,j introduce additional nondiagonal

contributions to the mass matrix. However, in the limit Mq <C Mpy these

nondiagonal contributions are negligible.

We determine the matching functions for the fermion masses in the Stan-

dard Model in terms of their electroweak quantum numbers. Since we work

in the limit where the self-energy contributions are diagonal, we write ^m,-j =

^,jm,(l -f Kim). The functions, Kn, Kiji, and are

(6.30)

+ Smi-){l^KiL)-"\l^-KjR)-'l'' . (6.31)

(6.32)

(6.33)

4 = {9\r^g\f^^c\

(6.34)

ii _ i2 i2
m — 9v ~ 9a '



give the one-loop /? functions. Those of the finite parts,

4 =
(^i'

- ^i)'(ln^ -
i) ,

(6.35)

A*

give the matching functions. Here gy ^^
= 2(gr^ ± g^j^), where 9i ji

= T^l —

s^Q^ and T^j^ ^ and Q' are the third component of weaJc isospin and the electric

charge, respectively, for a given handedness of the i^^ fermion. For the different

quark and lepton charge sectors one has

9\-l = 1
8 ,,2

3

(6.36)

s

d 1 d 1,42
9a = -1 gv = -l + p •

Inserting the /3 functions into (6.31) we obtain the relation between the di-

agonalized, renormalized masses in the Standard Model and the low energy

effective theory,

2

mf'^^hf^) = "^P''^(/^)(l + ^^{^Uf^) + li'^W + 4(/^)))) • (6.37)

We next use the results of the preceding sections to analyze the importance of

threshold conditions in the study of theories beyond the Standard Model.

6.4 Thresholds Beyond the Standard Model

The difficulty with applying the general formula in (6.8) and (6.12) to

higher energy theories such as GUTs is that httle is known of the particle

spectrum of such theories to which the thresholds are sensitive. Fortunately

some reasonable assumptions about these spectra can be made in many cases
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and the threshold effects can then be well estimated. Historically these were

of importance in proton decay estimates in minimal SU(5). Here it was found

(in the case of threshold calculations in a momentum subtraction scheme) that

grand unified threshold effects spread out the gauge couplings at the naive

value of Mgut so that they actually meet asymptotically beyond this scale

[20]. This has the effect of reducing the value of Mqut required for unification

by a factor of 2 from the naive value. Interestingly the electroweak threshold

effects are also important, reducing Mqut by an additional factor of 3 relative

to the value obtained using the naive step function approximation. This factor

of 6 reduction has dramatic effects on proton decay since from Eq. (3.12) it

is proportional to Mj^. It was through the threshold analysis that it was first

realized that minimal SU(5) predictions for proton decay were dangerously

close to the experimental limit.

Threshold efects are also potentially important in supersymmetric bound-

ary conditions and in the calculation of renormalization group improved mass

relations. They have been used recently to attempt global analyses of the parti-

cle spectrum of the MSSM [98,99,100] when contraints coming from the nature

of the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters arising from supergravity or

string-inspired models are taken into account. One finds that incorporation

of supersymmetric particle thresholds tends to increase Msusy from what is

naively expected when an average threshold is used. Previous analyses usually

treated thresholds beyond the Standard Model by integrating out all heavy

particles at a single "average" scale in the step approximation.

The inadequacy of this treatment of thresholds has been re-emphasized by

Barbieri and Hall [101]. To simplify the argument they consider a general GUT
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symmetric threshold and a GUT threshold with matching functions incorpo-

rating a simple superheavy spectrum. One postulates a superheavy spectrum

as follows: superheavy gauge supermultiplets V with common mass My, heavy

components of the SU(5) chiral supermultiplets H in which the Higgs doublets

lie of mass Mj{ and superheavy Higgs multiplets E involved in breaking G to

SU(3)c X SU(2)l X U(1)y of mass M^. For simplicity we consider the analytic

solutions to the renormalization group equations of Appendix II. They give

[101]

MsusY (3 - 15^^ + 7^)

'""^^-Sf-^
= = ' = -2-^ ± 2.6 ± 1.0

,
(6.38)

where the errors come from the error in and sin = s respectively. The

gauge couplings are evaluated at M^- The 1-loop GUT matching function

modifies this result to give

MsusY. r, 6i 18 1 oo^

There is no reason why these logarithmic terms cannot be significant compared

to the one loop effects. This implies that one cannot accurately extract Msusy

from experiment no matter how small the errors in as and sin^ 6y\^ because

of uncertainties in the mass spHttings in the superheavy sector. New data on

the Standard Model parameters must be combined with other experimental or

theoretical constraints to make it possible the better estimate Msusy



CHAPTER 7
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

We use the Runge-Kutta method to numerically integrate the ^ functions.

There are 18 coupled first order differential equations involved in running the

Standard Model couplings. At one loop some equations decouple from the

rest. For example, the gauge couplings axe decoupled at one loop, although

the Yukawa ^ functions depend on both gauge couplings and Yukawas even

at one loop as in Eqs. (1.8-9). The two-loop /? functions we axe using axe all

coupled. To solve these equations we require initial data at some specific scale

which we take to be Mz- Unfortunately, as we have discussed in Chapter 5 the

Standard Model paxameters are experimentally measured at different scales.

The method used to obtain all the parametersat a single scale involves the

simultaneous solution ofN nonlinear equations in N unknowns where N < 18.

This can only be done numerically and computer routines to do this axe readily

available. After all data is obtained at M^, the Runge-Kutta routines axe used

to evolve the parameters to any mass scale /i.

We run the quark masses and CKM angles by diagonaUzing the Yukawa

matrices at every step in the Runge-Kutta method used in solving the 0 func-

tions. However, in the literature, some authors write down analytic expressions

for the running of these masses and angles by making some approximations.

Typically, it is assumed that the contribution of the Yukawa coupHngs matrix

is given essentially by the top quark Yukawa since it is much larger than the

others. Sometimes a better approximation is made by keeping only the diag-

onal entries. Our numerical technique represents a minor improvement over

these methods.
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As discussed in Section 5.6, given the evolution of the running parameters

mt and A, the physical top quark and Higgs boson masses may be found by

solving Eqs. (5.38) and (5.39), respectively. As the top quark and Higgs boson

masses are unknown in the Standard Model at present, in the process of our

analyses we are free to choose values for these masses at Mz and then proceed

to study the consequences. In other models in which there may be certain

constraints among couplings, one may incorporate these constraints into the

numerical initialization routines. The freedom to choose a value for an un-

known parameter may be replaced by such a constraint, and this may result

in a definite prediction for that parameter. Constraints from grand unification

and supersymmetry were used [14] to arrive at possible values for the top quark

and Higgs boson masses.

It should be kept in mind that the results of this work were only possible

through the painstaking collaborative development of large computer routines

which perform the function of evaluating the 13 functions for each parame-

ter of the model studied, imposing threshold matching conditions at physical

particle masses, diagonalizing at each step the mass matrices, extracting the

CKM angles and finally plotting the results for investigation of renormaliza-

tion group patterns. The ultimate aim is to make these routines accessible to

other investigators and make it simple to append information concerning other

theories. At present these routines are menu-driven and incorporate the full

two loop /3 functions of the Standard Model, the MSSM and their low energy

counterparts. However it is still in the prototype stage as far as ease of use

and improvements are underway.



CHAPTER 8
RG ANALYSIS OF THE STANDARD MODEL

For completeness we depict the results of numerically integrating the ^

functions for the Standard Model parameters from 1 GeV to Planck mass in

Figures 2-3,10-15. We arbitrarily use Mt — ~ GeV and in some plots

we superimpose one- and two-loop evolution. Differences between one- and

two-loop evolution appear in the high energy regime and are also manifest for

the strong coupling at low energies where it becomes large.
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Figure 10. Light quark and lepton masses for M< = 100 GeV and
Mji = 100 GeV.
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As previously discussed, we see in Figure 2 the "GUT triangle" signifying

the absence of grand unification, assuming the Standard Model as an effective

theory in the desert up to the Planck scale. Figures 10, 11, and 3 display

the evolution of the light mass fermions (mg, mu, and m^/), the intermediate

mass fermions (m^ and rris), and the heavy mass fermions (mr, rric, and mj),

respectively.
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Figure 11. Intermediate quark and lepton masses for

Mt = 100 GeV and Mjj = 100 GeV.

We conclude that the largest differences between one-loop vs. two-loop evolu-

tion occur in the bottom, charm, and strange quark masses in these cases. In

no case is the minimal SU(5) prediction of quark and lepton unification borne

out.
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In Figure 12, we plot the quartic coupling A and the top Yukawa coupling

yt for (Mt = 100 GeV, Mjj = 100 GeV) and for (Mt = 200 GeV, Mh = 195

GeV).

Figure 12. Top Yukawa and scalar quartic couplings.

These two couplings are the only unknown parameters of the Standard Model.

We have studied the effects of changing the values of M< and Mff in our

analyses of the running of the other parameters. We observed that, for any M<

between 100 GeV and 200 GeV, varying Mjj, while maintaining perturbativity

and vacuum stability, did not affect appreciably the evolution of any of the

other parameters. However, changing Mt itself showed a significant difference

in the running of the heavier quarks. To illustrate this, in Figures 13 and 14 we
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display plots similar to Figure 1 1 and 3 but for Mt

GeV.

= 200 GeV and Mh = 195
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Figure 13. Intermediate quark and lepton masses for

M< = 200 GeV and M;/ = 195 GeV. •- . v

In particular, in Figure 14 we note that the intersection point between the

bottom quark and the r lepton moves down to a lower scale for this case of a

higher top quark mass. This is expected since from Eq. (1.9) one can see that

the bottom type Yukawas are driven down by an increased top Yukawa. This

is to be contrasted with the SUSY GUT case in which the bottom Yukawa (3

function is such that this crossing point is shifted toward a higher scale with

an increased top mass. In an SU(5) SUSY GUT model, the equality of the

bottom and r Yukawas at the scale of unification was used to get bounds on
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the top and Higgs masses [14] and we shall discuss this in the next chapter.

Lastly, we display the running of the CKM angles in Figure 15. We have taken

6 = 90°, which corresponds to the case of maximal CP violation. As mentioned

in Section 5.3, the evolution curves for these angles are effectively flat.
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Figure 14. Heavy quark and lepton masses for Mt = 200 GeV and
Mff = 195 GeV.

In the present case of the Standard Model, we find that two-loop running

of the parameters does at times improve on the one-loop running. Indeed,

we have tabulated the differences of several parameters in their one- versus

two-loop values at various scales, for the cases (M< = 100 GeV, Mjj = 100

GeV) and (Mt = 200 GeV, Mff = 195 GeV). Table 3 illustrates the difference
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one-loop vs. two-loop running makes in the ratio mi,/mr, for the three scales

102 GeV, 10'' GeV, and 10^^ GeV.
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Figtire 15. CKM angles.

Table 3. m^/mr

M< = 100 GeV Mt = 200 GeV

102 GeV 10"* GeV 10^6 GeV 10^ GeV 10^ GeV 10^6 GeV

1-loop 1.879 1.455 0.8081 1.868 1.392 0.6647

2-loop 1.782 1.348 0.7336 1.769 1.285 0.6047

Clearly, the difference between one- and two-loop results is more pronounced

at higher scales, as expected. Over all these scales the difference is never less

than 5.5%. We note that the ratio becomes equal to one well below the scale
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of grand unification as noted above in the discussion of Figures 3 and 12. The

next table presents a similar comparison for the top Yukawa. Here, two loops

represent a smaller correction with the difference at all scales always being less

than 5%.

Table 4. yt

Mt = 100 GeV Mt = 200 GeV

102 GeV 10^ GeV 10^^ GeV 102 GeV lO"* GeV 10^^ GeV

1-loop 0.5405 0.4160 0.1928 1.133 0.9780 0.7145

2-loop 0.5405 0.4071 0.1842 1.143 0.9700 0.6816

Finally, Table 5 displays the same analysis for ag for the case Mt = Mjj = 100

GeV. We observe no appreciable deviation from the tabulated values for any

Mt ^ 200 GeV (except in the low energy regime where the difference is at most

~ 4%).

Table 5.

1 GeV 102 GeV 10^ GeV 10^^ GeV

1-loop 0.3128 0.1118 0.07103 0.02229

2/3-loop 0.3788 0.1117 0.07039 0.02208

At scales ^ M^ , the inclusion of two loops is important in the evolution of the

strong coupling (and of the quark masses). Indeed, we find that the pure QCD

three-loop contribution is also significant and therefore include it in the running

of the strong coupling and of the quark masses in the low energy region. As

seen in this table, the combined two and three loops in the low energy regime

account for a 17% difference at 1 GeV in as.

Although in the cases considered in these last two tables there does not

appear to be a significant difference in two-loop over one-loop evolution at
I

scales above M^, the first table does show a 10% difference at the scale 10^^
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GeV. We expect two-loop effects to be more important when the theory is

extended, e.^., to include supersymmetry and/or grand unification.

The effects of using a naive step approximation vs. a proper treatment of

thresholds are numerically unimportant for the cases discussed above. Indeed

they are less important than the two-loop effects. We note however, that the

inclusion of non-naive thresholds effects is significant in the numerical analysis

of extensions of the Standard Model.



CHAPTER 9
RG ANALYSIS OF THE MSSM and SUSY-SU(5)

We present bounds on the mass of the top quaxk in the MSSM with minimal

Higgs structure in the context of a grand unified theory by numerically evolv-

ing the couplings using their renormalization group equations. This analysis

improves on previous endeavors by taking full account of the Yukawa sector.

The MS renormalization group equations for the Standard Model and the

MSSM [78] found in Appendix I and II are numerically integrated and used to

evolve the parameters of the model to Planck scale. Although it is not possible

to analytically express certain parameters (e.g. CKM angles) in terms of the

Yukawa couplings, equations for the running of the quantities themselves can

be arrived at by making some approximations. Since our approach is numerical

we opt to run the quantities by diagonalizing the Yukawa matrices at every

step of the Runge-Kutta method as described in Chapter 7.

In the expectation that the Standard Model is only the low energy mani-

festation of some yet unknown GUT or of a possible supersymmetric extension

thereof, the three couplings gz, 92, and g\ corresponding to the Standard Model

gauge groups, SU(3)c x SU(2)l x U(1)y, should meet at some large grand unifi-

cation scale. Using the accepted values and associated errors of these couplings

we observe unification in the SUSY-GUT case but not in the pure GUT case,

as noted by several groups [9,11,13] (see Figures 2 and 4). However this should

not be viewed as proof of supersymmetry since given the values of ai, 02 >

at some scale, and three unknowns (the value of a at the unification scale, the

unification scale, and an extra scale such as the SUSY scale) there is always
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a solution. The exciting aspect of the analysis of ref. 11 is the numerical out-

put, namely a low SUSY scale, Msusy, and a perturbative solution below the

Planck scale which does not violate proton decay bounds^.

Furthermore, in the context of a minimal GUT [4] there are constraints on

the Yukawa couplings at the scale of unification. We first restrict ourselves to an

SU(5) SUSY-GUT [57] where and yr, the bottom and r Yukawa couplings,

are equal at unification. The crossing of these renormalization group flow lines

is sensitive to the physical top quark mass, M<. This can be seen in the down-

type Yukawa renormalization group equation (above Msusy ? for example), from

which we extract the evolution of yj, since the top contribution is large and

appears already at one loop through the up-type Yukawa dependence:

(9.1)

-(y^^i+Sffl + y^i)].

where Yy j g are matrices of Yukawa couplings. Demanding that their crossing

point be within the unification region determined by the gauge couplings allows

one to constrain Mf. This yields an upper and lower bound for Mt which

nevertheless is fairly restrictive.

The threshold analysis used is as follows. For the electroweak threshold we

use one loop matching functions [95] with the two loop /3 functions valid in the

Standard Model regime below the SUSY scale. At the electroweak threshold,

near Mpy, we integrate out the heavy gauge fields and the top quark. Below

this threshold there is an effective SU(3)c x U(l)em theory. Thresholds in this

region are obtained by integrating out each quark to one loop at a scale equal

^ At the one loop level, due to a cancellation between large numbers, the
value of the SUSY scale is extremely sensitive to the value of 03, which means
that the proper treatment of thresholds and of two loop effects will determine
the actual value of the SUSY scale. (L. Clavelli, private communication).
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to its physical mass. At these scales the one loop matching functions in the

gauge couplings vanish and the threshold dependence appears through steps in

the number of quark flavors [97] as the renormalization group scale passes each

physical quark mass. There is also a threshold at Msusy- Here the matching

condition is the naive one of simple continuity due to the lax;k of knowledge

about the superparticle spectrum. We take this scale to be variable to account

for this ignorance.

We consider the simplest implementation of supersymmetry and run the

couplings above Msusy to one loop. We assume the MSSM above Msusy-, and

a model with a single light Higgs scalar below it. This is done by integrating

out one linear combination of the two doublets at Msusy ,
thereby leaving the

orthogonal combination in the Standard Model regime as the "Higgs doublet":

where $ = 2x2$*, and where tan^^ is also the ratio of the two vacuum ex-

pectation values (vu/vj) in the limit under consideration. This sets boundary

conditions on the Yukawa couplings at Msusy- Furthermore, in this approx-

imation the quartic self coupling of the surviving Higgs at the SUSY scale is

given by

This correlates the mixing angle with the quartic coupling and thereby gives

a value for the physical Higgs mass, Mfj. Using the experimental limits on

the Mff further constrains some of the results. By using the renormalization

group we take into account radiative corrections to the light Higgs mass [102]

and hence relax the tree level upper bound, Mjj ~ Mz [103].

(9.2)

X{MsusY) = \{gl + 9l)cos\2/3) . (9.3)
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We determine the bounds on M< and Mf{ by probing their dependence on

/9. In SUSY-SU(5), tan/3 is constrained to be larger than one in the one Hght

Higgs Hmit. It seems natural to us to require that yt > yi up to the unification

scale [104], thereby yielding an upper bound on tan The initial values at Mz

for the gauge coupUngs are given in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. For this analysis we

use an earlier value the strong coupling, 03 = O.IOQIq qq^ [105]. We utiUze the

quark mass values given in Section 5.4. For the bottom mass we use the Gasser

and Leutwyler bottom mass value of 5.3 GeV at 1 GeV which translates into

a physical mass of = 4.6 GeV [79]. To probe the dependence of our results

on we also study the case of M^, = 5 GeV, the typical value obtained from

potential model fits for bottom quark bound states [87]. We also investigate

the effect of varying Msusy- Given the values of the gauge couplings, we find

unification up to a SUSY scale of 8.9 TeV, and as low as M^y. For empirical

reasons we did not investigate solutions below that scale.

From Figure 4 we determine that the lower end scale, M^yj,, of the unifi-

cation region corresponds to an 03 value of 0.104 at Mz, while the higher end

scale, Mquj,, corresponds to a value of 0.108 at Mz for a3. We find that the

unification region is insensitive to the range of top, bottom, and Higgs masses

considered. In our analysis of the bounds for M<, the values for ai and 02 are

chosen to be the central values since their associated experimental uncertain-

ties are less significant than for 03. Demanding that yj and j/r cross at M^y^,

and taking 03 = 0.104 then sets a lower bound on M<. Correspondingly, de-

manding that ?/5 and t/r cross at M^j, and taking 03 = 0.108 yields an upper

bound on Mt. These bounds are found for each possible value of 0.

Figure 16 shows the upper and lower bound curves for both Mt and Mjj as

a function of /3 and for Msusy = 1 TeV and Mf, = 4.6 GeV. When apphcable
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we use the current experimental limit of 38 GeV on the light supersymmetric

neutral Higgs mass [106], to determine the lowest possible M< value consistent

with the model. We find 139 < Mt < 194 GeV and 44 < M// < 120 GeV. We

investigated the sensitivity of these results on Msusy in the range, 1.0 ± 0.5

TeV. We find that the bounds on Mt are not modified, but the upper bound

on the Higgs is changed to 125 GeV, and the lower boimd drops below the

experimental lower bound.

MgusY = 1 TeV. = 4.6 GeV
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Figure 16. Plot of M<, Mjy, as a function of the mixing angle 13

for the highest value of (high curves) and the lowest
value of a3 (low curves) consistent with unification.

For Mj = 5.0 GeV, we see an overall decrease in the top and Higgs mass

bounds: 116 < M< < 181 GeV, Mh < 111 GeV. Varying Msusy as above
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modifies the respective bounds. The top mass lower and upper bounds become

113 and 119 GeV, respectively. The upper bound on Mjj changes to 115

GeV. We display the results of our analysis for the extreme case, Msusy — 8.9

TeV, in Figure 17, with = 4.6 GeV. This only significantly changes the

upper bound on Mjj to 144 GeV compared to the Msusy = 1 TeV case.

Msusy = 8.9 TeV. = 4.6 GeV

Q I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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/S (deg.)

Figure 17. Same as Figure 16 for Msusy = 8.9 TeV and
Mfc = 4.6 GeV.

We have also run yt up to the unification region and compared it with and

yr to see what the angle 0 must be for these three coupHngs to meet [107], as in

an SO(IO) or Eg model [5 - 6] with a minimal Higgs structure. It is clear that

this angle is precisely our upper bound on /3 as described earher. In Figure 18

we display yt/yi, at the GUT scale as a function of tan/? for Msusy = 1 TeV
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and for the two bottom masses we have considered. If we demand that the

ratio be one we can determine the mixing angles for the low and high ends of

the unification region. Then going back to Figure 16, we find as expected a

much tighter bound on the masses of the top and of the Higgs. Indeed, for

Mb = 4.6 GeV, we have 49.40 < tan/3 < 54.98, which yields 162 < Mt < 176

GeV and 106 < Mh < 111 GeV. When = 5.0 GeV, we obtain 31.23 <

tan^ < 41.18, which gives 116 < M< < 147 GeV and 93 < M;/ < 101 GeV.

MgusY = 1 TeV
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Figure 18. Plot of the ratio of the top to bottom Yukawas, y^/y^,, for
two different bottom masses (solid and dashed curves)
as a function of tan /? for the highest value of 03 (high
curves) and the lowest value of ^3 (low curves) consis-
tent with unification.

Several issues have been left untouched. The effects of soft SUSY breaking

terms were not investigated nor was the possible role of a large top mass on
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this breaking. Also, we have integrated out all the supersymmetric particles

at the same scale. It would be interesting to study the effect of lifting this

restriction. We should also note that our bounds on the top mass axe very

similar to those of ref. 104, although the physics is very different. Given the

relative crudeness of our approximations in this analysis, it is remarkable that

the experimental bounds on the /)—parameter were satisfied which in our mind

gives credence to our program.



CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSIONS

We have have established an efficient procedure for performing renormal-

ization group analyses of the Standard Model and its extensions. With two

loop renormalization group equations at our disposal and numerical routines

developed to solve them we simply follow a series of steps. First pick your

favorite high energy model with some hierarchy of symmetry breaking. Decide

what particles and models are to be placed in the "desert" between M\y and

Mp/. Implement effective gauge theories between thresholds that brealc gauge

symmetries through the use of matching functions. Run renormalization group

equations for each effective theory according to your scenario's physical parti-

cle spectrum. Finally analyze output in graphical form to see what patterns

emerge and perform careful tests of promising patterns arising from relations

among parameters in the high energy theory. We have performed these analyses

in the case of the Standard Model and its minimal supersymmetric extension.

In the former case we have reproduced the result that gauge and Yukawa

couphng relations arising in GUTs with the Standard Model as the low energy

theory below Mqut are not valid. No reasonable spectrum of superheavy fields

can produce unification in this case, even when thresholds are included. This

merely adds to the failure of minimal GUT predictions for proton decay. In the

latter case we have found remarkable agreement with the GUT predictions of

gauge and Yukawa unification although the latter is in agreement only for the

heaviest fermion family. By using the best data available we find constraints

on the top quark from the relation = mr due to the sensitivity of the

renormalization group improvement of this relation to m<. The upper bound
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on Mt lies below the upper bound coming from radiative corrections to the p

parameter. Although the Standard Model can have a 100 GeV top quark, the

lower bound from our renormalization group analysis indicates that minimal

SUSY-SU(5) favors a somewhat larger value. If Fermilab finds Mt between 100

and 120 GeV this should disfavor minimal SUSY-SU(5) models with one light

Higgs doublet below the supersymmetry scale.



APPENDIX I

THE STANDARD MODEL /3 FUNCTIONS

In this appendix we compile the renormalization group /? functions of the

Standard Model. These have appeared in one form or another in various

sources. We have endeavored to confirm their validity through a compara-

tive analysis of the literature. Our main source is ref. 78. Following their

conventions,

C = Q.^Yjun + Q.^YjUj, + Ij^^YeUn + h.c. - ^A($t$)2
,

(J.i)

where flavor indices have been suppressed, and where Ql and £i are the quark

and lepton SU(2) doublets, respectively:

$ and $ are the Higgs scalar doublet and its SU(2) conjugate:

. ^ = ^>2^- (1-3)

Ur, dji, and Cr are the quark and lepton SU(2) singlets, and j g are the

matrices of the up-type, down-type, and lepton-type Yukawa couplings.

The /? functions for the gauge couplings axe

^ ^ ' (1-4)

dt "'I67r2 Z-.^*/ (16^2)2

i
(167r2)

- TtA^ Tr{C/„YjY„ + QdY^tY^ + Ci^Y^Ye} ,

where t — In// and / = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to the gauge group SU(3)c x

SU(2)l X U(1)y of the Standard Model. The various coefficients are defined
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, with f =^ u , d , e
,

with Ug = ^ny/.

In the Yukawa sector the ^ functions are

where the one-loop contributions are given by

= - Y„tY„) + F2(5) - (^^? + + Sgl) ,2'

with

Y2{S) = Tr{3Y„tY„ + SY^^Yj + yJYc} ,

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

(I.IO)
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and the two-loop contributions axe given by

/??^ = ^(Y„tY„)2 _ Y„tY„Y,tY, - jY,tY,Y„tY„ + ^(Y,t Yrf)^

+ r2(5)(^YdtYd - ^Y„tY„) - X4(S) + - 2A(3Y„tY„ + Y^tY^)

+ ( + + 16.|)Y„tY„
-(f^gj-

+ i6,|)Y,tY,

with

^T^/cN ,
/ 9 29 ,4 9 2 2 19 2 2 .35 ,4 ^22

2^^^*^^ + ^200 ^ 45"^^^' " 20^1^2 + - - ng)gi + 9^|fl'3

,404 80 , 4

^ = liV^d? - YdtY,Y„tY„ - iY„tY„YrftY, + ^(Y.tY„)2

+ r2(5)(^Y„tY„ - ^YrftYrf) - X4{S) + - 2A(3YrftYd + Y„tY„)

+ (^.f + '-§91 + 16.|)Y,tY, -i'lgl- 1,1 + 16,i)Y„tY„

,
5 , , , 29 1 ,4 27 2 2 ,

31 2 2 /35 ,4
+ 2^4^^^ - ^200 + 45"^^^1 ~ 20^1^2 + Y^9l9z " " n,)52

„ 2 2 .404 80 , 4
+ 9^253 -(-^--g-"</)53 '

= ^(YetYe)2 - ^F2(5)YetYe - Xi{S) + ^A^ - GAYetYe

,

,387 2 ,

135 2,^i^ , 5,^,^, ,51 11 , 4 27 2 2

.35 ^ 4- (-^ - %)52 '

(1.11)

= (^^f + pi + 85|)Tr{Y„tY„}
^

(1.12)

+ (^^1 + + Sgl) Tr{YrftYrf} + ^(,2 ^ ^2) Tr{YetYe} ,
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and

X4(S) = I
Tr{3(Y„tY„)2 + 3{Yd^Yjf + (YetYe)^

2
^^-''^

- -Y„tY„YrftYrf} .

In the Higgs sector we present ^ functions for the quartic coupUng and the

vacuum expectation of the scalar field. Here we correct a discrepancy in the

one-loop contribution to the quartic coupling of ref. 78

(1.15)

where the one-loop contribution is given by

+ 4Y2{S)\-iH{S)
,

with

H{S) = 'L:{3(YutY«)2 + 3(Yd^Ydf + (Ye^Yef} , (1.16)
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and the two-loop contribution is given by

) = -78A3 + 18(^,2 + 3,|)A2 - [
- 10n,),| + '-^ghl

-645|Tr{(Y„tY„)2 + (YrftYd)2}

- ^fir?Tr{2(Y„tY„)2 - {Yd^Yjf + 3(YetYe)2}

- IdtYAiS) + 10A[ i^^gl + + S^f) Tr{Y„tY,}

+ i\9l + + 8^i)Tr{Y/Yrf} + ^igf + ^|)Tr{YetYe}
]

+ Idli i-^gl + 21g|)Tr{Y„tY„} + i^gl + 9^1) TriY^^ty^}

+ (-f51 + llyi)Tr{YetYe} ]
- 24A2r2(5) - Aff(5)

+ 6ATr{Y«tY„YrftY^} + 20Tr{3(Y„tY„)3 + ZiYd^Y^f

+ (YetYe)3} - 12Tr{Y„tY„(Y„tY„ + Y/Yd)Y/Yd} .

The /3 function for the vacuum expectation value of the scalar field is

dt 167r2^ ^(167r2)2^
'

where the one-loop contribution is given by

9 ,239 40
, 4 2 27 ,59 40 , «

-
25^ 2^ + -

Y^(24 + J^9)9l

7 (1.19)

and the two-loop contribution is given by

7 -^A2-^F4(5)+X4(5)
(1.20)

93 1.4 .511 ^ \ 4 27 2 2^ng)g2 - ^9192 •
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These expressions were arrived at using the general formulas provided in ref. 78

for the anomalous dimension of the scalar field, choosing the Landau gauge.

In the low energy regime the effective theory is SU(3)c x U(l)em- We

employ the generzd formula of ref. 108 to arrive at the /5 functions for the

respective gauge couplings:

^ = iknu + n,) - 11]-^ + [^K + n,) - 102]^

^[^«.^n,]g (1.21)

.5033,
, 325, ,2 2857, gl

and

de .16 4 4 , M 4
,

l-x-nu + x^d + o^iItt^ + [-^^u + 7;=nj + Anil
dt ^9"" ' 9"'^ ' 3'''^(47r)2^^27"""27"^"^"'^(47r)4

.64 16 ,
e^g^

(1.22)

9 " 9 ^^(47r)4
'

where n^, nj, and n/ are the number of up-type quarks, down-type quarks,

and leptons, respectively. In Eq. (1.21) we have also included the three-loop

pure QCD contribution to the ^ function of ^3 [109].

For the evolution of the fermion masses we used ref. 110. It is known that

there is an error in their printed formula [111]. Using the corrected expression,

we compute the following mass anomalous dimension. The fermion masses in

the low energy theory then evolve as follows:

dm
dt

7(/,,)m, (1.23)

where the / and q refer to a particular lepton or quark, and where

^('.<?)-^(/,9)(^+^(/,9)(i^

.11 ^4 , ^33 „4 , o.,13 „2 2i

.333 ^3

(47r)«
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The superscripts 1 and 3 refer to the U(l)em and SU(3)(;; contributions, re-

spectively. ExpHcitly, the above coefficients axe given by

7f,)=0

^13 _ ^33 _ n
7(0 - 7(,)

- 0

(1.25)

11 o^4 rSO 20 20 ,^2

oo 404 40,

if^f
= + nd? + (160C(3) + + n^) - 3747] ,

where Q^i is the electric charge of a given lepton or quark, and (^(3) =

1.2020 ... is the Riemaiin zeta function evaluated at three. In the mass anoma-

lous dimension for the quarks above, we have also included the three-loop pure

QCD contribution
-y^^^ [109].



APPENDIX II

THE MSSM 13 FUNCTIONS

Using some of the notation of Falck [112], the superpotential and soft sym-

metry breaking potential axe as follows:

+ m\u^u + m\d^d-\- mleU + Bfi{^u^d + h.c.)

+ ^( A^Yj^Ui^uQj + A^JrJ^di^dQj + 4^Yjhi^dLj + h.c. ) ,

hj

1
^

^gaugino = ~o X] ^l^l^l + •

^ l=\

(11.1)

Various <T2S have been omitted and a sum over the number of generations is

implied. Also, hats imply superfields and tildes the superpartners of the given

fields.

First the gauge couplings axe

dgi J\_ 3

-
(l|j2j2 [E ^lk9l - Tr{Q„Y„tY„ + CidYd^Yd + QeYe^Ye}'

*
- « ' (II.2)

where t = In/z and / = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to gauge group SU(3)c x SU(2)l x

U(1)y of the Standard Model. The various coefficients are defined to be

3 ^
61 = -- - 2ng

,

62 = 5 - 2n<, ,
(n.3)

63 = 9 - 2ng
,
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6

5
88 \
T5

/ 9 9
u

(%) = 2
14 8 3

5
-17 0

11

Vt5 3
68

[" 0 -54
j

(11.4)

and
/ 26 14 18 \
' T T T ^

(Cif) =

\

6 6 2

4 4 0

, with / — u , d , e
, (11.5)

with Ug = ^n^/.

In the following we list the 0 functions for the parameters of the superpo-

tential.

(fln//

dt
= ^[ Tr{3Y„tY„ + 3Yd^Yd + Ye^Ye] - 3(^fir? + g|) ] . (II.6)

In the Yukawa sector the ^ functions axe

dY.

dt
(11.7)

where the one-loop contributions are given by

^ = 3Y,tY„ + Y/Yrf + 3Tr{Y,tY„} - {^gl + 3^1 + y^f) ,

= 3Y/Yrf + Y„tY„ + Tr{3Y,tYrf + YetYe} - {^gl + Zg^ + ^^|) ,

^i^^ = 3YetYe + Tr{3YrftY^ + Ye^Ye} -
(^y? + Sgj)

,

(11.8)
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and the two-loop contributions are given by

Z?!^^ = -4(Y„tY„)2 - 2(YdtYd)2 - 2YrftYdY«tY« - 9Tr{Y„tY„}Y„tY„

- Tr{3YdtYj + YetYe}YdtYd - 3Tr{3(Y,,tY„)2 + YrftYrfY„tY„}

+ iloi + 6^|)Y„tY« + (^^?)YdtY^ + (1^2 + 16^32) Tr{Y„tY„}

26 ^ 403 4 21 4 32 304,4
+ ^15"^ + 450^^1 + ^^"^ - T^^2 + - —)gt

9 9 136 9 9 o o

= -4(YdtYrf)2 - 2(Y„tY«)2 - 2Y„tY„Y/Yrf - 3Tr{Y„tY„}Y„tY„

-3Tr{3YrftYrf + YetYe}YrftYrf

- 3Tr{3(YdtYd)2 + (YetYe)^ + YrftYrfY„tY„} + (^^?)Y„tY„

+ (^^1 + 6^i)YrftYd + (-^^2 ^ 16^2) Tr{YdtYrf}

+ (^^2)Tr{YetYe} + (^n, + l^)g\ + (6n, - |)^|

,32 304 4 99 899 „99
+ i^^g - -^)^3 + 9192 + gfi'i^a +8«

/?(^) = -4(YetYe)2 - 3Tr{3YdtYrf + Ye^YejYe^Ye

- 3Tr{3(Y/Yrf)2 + (YetYe)^ + Y/YrfY„tY„}

+ (65i)YetYe + (^5r2)Tr{YetYe} + {-\g\ + 16^1) Tr{YAd}

.18 27, 4 ,^ 21, 4 999

(11.9)

The evolution of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs's is given by

<i< 167r2^^^«.«i<i^ (167r2)2^^«,«^<i '
^^^"^"^
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where the one-loop contribution is given by

<f. = i^gSl + 92) - 3Tt{Yj'Y<,} - Tr{Y,tY.}
,

and the two-loop contribution is given by

7fj
=

\
Tr{3(Y„tY„)2 + SY^tY^YrftY^}

-(^5l + ^52+20^i)Tr{Y„tY,}

,279 1803 , 4 ,207 357 , 4 ,27 9 ,02
-

^800 + 1600"^^^! - + "64 "^^^2 - (g^ + 8o"^)^l^2

=
Z Tr{3(YrftYd)2 + 3YjtYjY„tY„ + (YetYe)^}

(11.11)

(11.12)

-
(^^1 + + 20^|)Tr{YrftY^} - (^^2 ^ ^^2) TrlYe^Ye}

,279 1803 , 4 ,207 357 , 4 ,27 9 ,22
"W + 1600"^^^! - ^12- + er"^^^^

-
(go

+ 80"^^^1^2 •

The soft supersymmetry breaking terms are

= 4(YeYet)'*4-'^ + 54*^^(YetYe)^-'' - 3^(Ye Ye^Ye)'-''

+ 2(4-|F/'"|2 + 3^5-|r*'"|2) + 6(^5?Mi + glM2) ] ,

d d d

(A^* - Aj/)(Y„tY„)*^-4. + 2(YrfY„t)'-fc4>^

-h 2(4-|f/-|2 + 34-|F,*-|2) + f^g\M, + 6^|M2 -h f^|M3
] ,

-W =
IsIj

' -^"'^ + 5'*?^(Y„tY„)« - 3i?^(Y„Y„tY.)">

+ (4* - ^hV^d^^df'^ + 2{YuYd^fA'^J^'
Fj^ " ' Fj^

(11.13)
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^ = 8^51E 3|«'I'(">1 + "'I +< +

+ Tr{Fm2} - ^g^M^ - Zg^Ml ] ,

+ 3|ldiVL + m^,+m| + |A^;|2))

-l9?Tr{rm2}-?9?Mf-3j|M|l,

i

+ ?j?Tr{ymn-fsfMfl,

i

i

hi

[
34|fJ^|2 + 34Vj^|2 + Ai^'lFe'^p + l^fMi + ] .

(11.14)

dml.

dB _ 1
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where as in Falck [112], sums are implied over all indices not appearing on the

left hand side and where

i=l

The gaugino masses evolve as follows

^ = -^W. urn
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